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Summary 
Until 1980, criminal defendants found incompetent to stand trial or not guilty by reason of insanity were 
committed under contract, at the discretion of the Alaska Division of Mental Health, to Atascadero State 
Hospital in California, a facility suitable to longer-term care of persons needing a secure setting. Changes 
in California state policy foreclosed this option. The most likely facility in Alaska that could 
accommodate this class of patients was Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API) in Anchorage; however, 
introduction of a few new patients with special security needs would have impacts on existing programs 
of the Institute. This report presents recommendations of the Task Force on Criminally Committed 
Mental Patient Services for placement and treatment of criminal committed mental patients at Alaska 
Psychiatric Institute. 
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II. PROBLEM SETTING
In two meetings lasting two days each this spring, a 
special task force convened by the Commissioner of Health and 
1/ 
Social Services- (hereinafter the Commissioner) met to consider 
a variety of problems posed by the pending return of a number 
of patients committed under Title 1 2  of the Alaska Statutes . 
The Justice Center of the University of Alaska, Anchorage, in 
cooperation with the Criminal Justice Planning Agency in the 
Office of the Governor, was requested to coordinate Task Force 
efforts and to complete a report of the group's work and recom­
mendations. 
Up to this year, longer term patients committed to the 
Commissioner's care by reason of a judicial finding that the 
person is incompetent to stand trial (hereinafter "ISTs") or not 
guilty by reason of insanity (hereinafter "NGis".) have been 
committed under contract, at the discretion of the State Division 
of Mental Health, to Atascadero State Hospital in California, 
a facility suitable to longer term care of persons needing a 
secure setting. This option is now foreclosed by reason of 
changes in California State policy . 
The Commissioner must now provide institutional services 
in Alaska for all persons, in this category, newly committed 
to her care. Some of these will definitely need a secure setting. 
1/ In Alaska, Mental Health and Corrections are both divisions 
within a consolidated state Department of Health and Social 
Services. 
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In addition, over the next year or so, accommodation must be 
found for the five remaining patients now at Atascadero. The 
Alaska Psychiatric Institute at Anchorage would appear to be the 
only facility in Alaska that could accommodate this class of pa-
tients. The goal for the Task Force was to determine what adapta-
tions would be necessary to accommodate to the new circumstances. 
In the case of both returnees and new referrals, the numbers 
involved are small - perhaps a dozen new admittees per year in 
the latter category, most of whom would be discharged within the 
same year (though there is some indication that the number will 
grow with the implementation of a locally based treatment 
program). However, the problems posed are substantial in that 
the introduction of just a few new patients with special security 
needs imposed on the existing environment of API will impact a 
wide variety of programmatic responsibilities of the Institute. 
People who are committed to custody via criminal process who 
also suffer from major mental health problems pose issues for 
custody and treatment requiring the cooperative interaction of a 
spectrum of mental health, social service and criminal justice 
agencies. The statutes, on the other hand, which describe the 
procedures by which these persons are to be managed, reflect 
differing stages of legal theories respecting the nature of human 
rights, personal responsibility and social defense. At every turn 
of the Task Force's investigation, the need to reexamine from 
an interagency perspective, in the light of state of the art 
knowledge, the laws, policies and procedures which determine how 
these patients are classified and treated was evident. 
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Patients classified as "Title 12" may have been charged by 
the state with, or have committed, criminal acts ranging from 
minor misdemeanors (trespass, failure to appear) to the most 
serious of felonies (murder, rape). Other patients may have 
been charged with violation of local municipal ordinances and 
committed under Title 1 2  for either evaluation or treatment. 
While all three types of patients may require inpatient 
services, a significant propoition of those patients being 
examined in anticipation of trial (E & Os) may not, and could be 
seen locally, either by private practitioners or by community 
mental health center professionals . Examinations completed 
locally are usually far less costly and may be completed more 
expeditiously than inpatient examinations at the Alaska Psychiatric 
Institute (API) where per diem rates are more than $190 a day, 
and staff resources are already strained. 
Unfortunately, however, API is obliged to accept court 
referrals, whereas outpatient facilities, public or private, are 
under no such compulsion . The key to referrals turns out, too 
often, to be "who pays the bill?" The much more expensive in 
fact API facility is used because it has no choice and referral 
is therefore easy while the lower cost outpatient facility is not 
used because costs will be drawn from a different pocket, the 
court budget, which must be shared with many other competing needs. 
By the same token, Title 1 2  referral is swift and state 
supported . Civil referral under Title 47 is not. Here again 
there is a tendency to use the criminal justice system despite 
higher costs for a basically civil problem that has no public 
budget allocation. While this report highlights the need for an 
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entry screening system to assist the court in determining custodial 
cases, there is also a need to address this dysfunctional budget 
system. 
Though the exceptions are of great importance from a fiscal 
and procedural perspective, most patients found not guilty by 
reason of insanity or incompetent to stand trial require inpatient 
treatment, usually in a secure setting. For these reasons, 
specialized programs must be available and have historically been 
the responsibility of the State. In Alaska, these services are 
only available at the Alaska Psychiatric Institute. 
The Psychiatric Security Unit at API (the "PSU"), which 
opened in April 1977, houses a mixture of "NGI's", 11ISTs" and 
"E&O's" who, apart from their individual medical needs, are 
subject to differing legal classifications and requirements. In 
addition, this unit with a capacity of only 14, must also be used 
for correctional transfers (mentally ill residents of the state's 
correctional system) who require inpatient treatment. With such 
a limited capacity, it is not surprising that for many years the 
Commissioner has opted to send mental patients with longer term 
needs for secure treatment out of state. 
As PSU patients progress in·treatment, some are moved 
within the hospital to less secure units. Persons found not 
guilty by reason of insanity are not released or put on an out­
patient basis, however, unless the court approves such a move. 
Most patients who are hospitalized because they are incompetent 
to stand trial must eventually be returned to face the charges 
once competency is regained. However, a court may dismiss charges 
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if the patient is not likely to become competent. The "E&O's", 
those patients who are undergoing a psychiatric examination in 
connection with a criminal trial, are also returned to court for 
further proceedings upon completion of the examination. 
The professional staff at API must work closely with the 
courts and prosecuting and defense attorneys in providing 
services to "Title 1 2" patients. They may be called upon to 
provide testimony as expert witnesses in these cases. This may 
include testimony regarding competency to stand trial, lack of 
criminal responsibility on the part of the defendant as a result 
of mental disease or defect, or testimony concerning the relative 
dangerousness of a patient found not guilty by reason of insanity . 
As the population of Alaska grows, the number of criminal 
proceedings will increase; concomitantly, the number of Title 1 2  
patients will increase. Aside from the increase due to popula­
tion growth, there have been and will continue to be increases in 
numbers of patients, or workloads connected with them, as a result 
of Supreme Court decisions. Supreme Court decisions relating to 
2/ 3/ 
the right to treatment such as the Alto- and Rust- opinions have
had an impact which is not yet exhausted. 
The Committee reached a small number of firm conclusions essen­
tial to a solution to the immediate problem. These conclusions 
will first be stated by number, followed by a discussion of the 
findings and reasons which impelled the Task Force to reach them. 
2/ Alto v. State, 565 P. 2d 492 (Alaska 1977). 
3/ Rust v. State, 582 P. 2d 134 (Alaska 1977) . 
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In addition, the Task Force identified a number of related opera­
tional issues for the Division and in some cases reached some 
tentative conclusions as to approach which the Task Force believed 
should be brought to the attention of the Commissioner but which 
are not essential to the immediate task . These identifications or 
recommendations are scattered throughout the text. 
The principal recommendations follow. 
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The present practice of responding to almost all of
the evaluation and observation orders of the court (patients here­
after referred to as "E & Os") in the single psychiatric security
unit within API (hereinafter the "PSU") must cease. 
2. To effect recommendation Number 1, the Commissioner should
send an advisory bulletin to the presiding judges of each judicial 
district explaining the problem and offering alternative dis­
positional orders or procedures to apply to persons now committed 
to API under E & 0 orders. 
3. With the cooperation of the court system, the Commissioner
should move to establish a court-associated preliminary screening 
system (either a person or a panel depending on the circumstances 
of the community) which could advise the court as to the type 
of E & 0 or other dispositional order which would best suit a 
charged person's mental circumstances. 
4. A distinction should be made between E & Os and persons
coming before the court who appear to require immediate mental 
health care. Where possible, the latter category of persons 
should be committed civilly, either voluntarily or involuntarily, 
under Title 47 rather than through Title 12. Fiscal or other 
inappropriate incentives to the utilization of Title 12 over 
Title 47 and fiscal disincentives to utilization of Title 47 
over Title 12 should be removed. 
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5. The Commissioner should involve Community Mental Health
centers and the private mental health treatment sector in addressing 
the needs of persons described in Recommendation 4 and in sup­
porting E & Os who may be determined, after screening, to be 
proper subjects for E & O outside of a secure setting. 
6. Patients now housed at Atascadero may be returned to
API, over· time, one at a time, according to the recommendations
contained in the individual treatment plan of each patient. 
7. The director of API shall assign any returning Atasca­
dero patient to wards and treatment programs as he believes 
appropriate, including considerations of security, but not 
assigning a patient to the PSU solely because the patient comes 
in under a Title 12 order. 
8. Allocations of existing funds shall be made or new funds
requested as necessary -to establish an additional closed unit at 
API to be operational January 1, 1982, properly designed and 
staffed. 
9. The Commissioner should initiate a review and.evaluation
of all commitment and treatment statutes from the perspective of 
their application to the criminally committed person with mental 
health problems and mental health patients with conduct problems 
which engage the criminal law. 
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IV. JUSTIFICATION
A. Evaluation and Observation
It was immediately apparent that the existing facilities at
API would not accommodate even a small increase in patient 
load without major adaptations in both facility design and pro­
gram. The existing PSU with a capacity of 14 patients operates 
at or near capacity. Even the relatively small number of new 
patients proposed to be returned from Atascadero State Hospital 
would impose a dangerous strain on the facility. Beyond that the 
Task Force had to consider the buildup that would occur from new 
referrals originating within the state. Returning Atascadero 
patients and new referrals over the next year posed the immediate 
aspect of the problem. Buildup of patient load in the years 
beyond required the Task Force to consider also a longer term 
response. 
The immediate problem quickly brought the Task Force to 
focus on the existing PSU. The group did consider briefly the 
possibility of managing.Atascadero returnees in a correctional 
setting such as the South Central Correctional Facility at Eagle 
River or the displacement of existing API populations under 
criminal commitment to that facility to make room for returnees. 
But the possibility was quickly rejected as posing major disrup -,� 
tion to correctional programs, health problems for the patients 
involved and questions of constitutional dimensions with respect 
to patient rights. 
Apart from crowding problems, the existing PSU is not an ade­
quate facility for the treatment of longer term patients. It is 
small. Longer term patients need a larger living space with 
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more access to outdoors and recreational and rehabilitative facili­
ties. At the present time the PSU is used for patients with 
prospects of short term holding only (including correctional 
referrals) , for patients awaiting transfer to longer term facili­
ties and for patients referred by the court for evaluation and 
observation. The existing PSU patient population mix is not 
satisfactory for several r€asons. First, treatment poses signifi­
cant program conflicts with ev�luation and observation activities. 
While occasional and limited E & Os can be accommodated within a 
small, secure treatment facility, a substantial volume of E & O 
admissions will disrupt a treatment program. 
Since E & Os have a high turnover rate, they tend to dominate 
administrative time. Since they arrive under a time pressure, 
they also tend to dominate professional staff time at the expense 
of treatment. 
The E & 0 admittee also requires a ve�y different profes­
sional orientation. �he relationship in the E & 0 situation is 
essentially adversary. The professional is working for the court. 
The patient may be working for a legal position. Part of the 
professional' s task is to weed out false symptoms and to distinguish 
between the neurotic and psychotic. A person who, from a medical 
standpoint may be in need of mental health care, even inpatient 
care, may still not meet the legal standard. The patient may be 
forced to persuade the doctor that he is sicker or sick in a 
different way than is the case in fact. The standard of best 
interest of the patient is compromised by the directives of the 
criminal law and judicial prerogative. On the other hand, in 
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the treatment mode, the physician-patient privilege is applicable. 
The focus of the professional is on cure. 
Lastly, inherent in the E & 0 situation, and aggravated by 
the absence of an earlier screening or diversion activity (of 
which more later) many E & 0 patients are originally inappropri­
ately placed in the secure setting or are not severely mentally 
ill. A mixture of patients with highly differentiated mental 
capacities also poses risks of patient-by-patient exploitation. 
Accordingly, the Committee concluded that a separate facility, 
involved in treatment only, was essential in the long run though 
use of the PSU for treatment programs might be acceptable as a 
4/ 
temporary expedient.-
To make the temporary expedient viable, some system is 
necessary to reduce the volume of E & 0 referrals to the secure 
unit. Task Force focus on this issue brought to light a number 
of present practices and procedures which are flawed irrespective 
of the Atascadero accommodation issue. 
While there was a reluctance to identify a specific propor­
tion of patients in this category, a substantial proportion of 
E & 0 referrals are inappropriate. Examples, for instance, might 
be where a person is committed based on temporary, drug-induced 
psychotic behavior, or where a person's behavior is aberrative 
but poses no risk to himself or others. First, because the cost 
of the E & 0 activity is borne by API, not the court system or 
4/ Some incidental implications for staffing practices also arose 
in the review of this aspect of the problem. There are pro­
fessional "burn out" and "tunnel vision" problems in concentra­
tion on a narrow class of professional activity. It is pro­
fessionally desirable to provide staff with a wider range of 
patient responsibilities. 
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the patient or the private sector, there is a tendency to refer 
to API persons who could be evaluated in a non-custodial setting . 
Second, because the criminal process guarantees to the individual 
full cost of care, there is a tendency to treat mental health 
problems that have a basis independent of criminal activity as a 
part of the criminal act. 
To amplify, a person may be suffering from mental illness 
which bears no direct relationship to the crime charged. If 
that person were physically ill, the court might refer the indi­
vidual for treatment but whatever the case, the decision to incar­
cerate would, in the case of a physically ill person, be made 
largely independently of determinations respecting treatment. Where 
the problem is mental health, these two questions are allowed to 
merge. Not only do they merge with each other but they tend also 
to merge with the legal questions of capacity to stand trial 
(though trial may be many months away) and with the prospect that 
the patient may plead ·not guilty by reason of insanity (though 
,this too need not necessarily be an immediate issue and the average 
person referred for E & 0 is most likely not to raise that 
defense) . Since treatment is in fact the immediate need in most 
cases, even though a criminal charge may be pending, greater 
consideration needs to be given to non-API or outpatient treatment 
referrals and to commitment, where commitment is indicated, under 
civil process (Title 47). The group concluded that more information 
was necessary to be furnished to judges concerning commitment 
options available to them. 
But the threshold problem is that the court is making this 
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E & O commitment determination in a vacuum of professional informa­
tion. In most cases he is making the preliminary, screening 
diagnosis himself. Thus it should be no great surprise that many 
E & O referrals are inappropriate or that the court would err on 
the side of over-referral. 
To meet this problem, the Task Force determined that the 
courts should have the support of emergency diagnosis units, 
utilizing whatever community mental health resources might be 
locally available which could assist the court with professional
opinion in making the initial determination of the appropriate 
disposition. 
A mechanism could be designed which would be utilized in 
each area of the state in which a jail or correctional center is 
located, for the purpose of providing preliminary mental health 
screenings in the local community. The screening mechanisms, 
perhaps implemented via appropriate contract language between the 
Division of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities and 
local mental health service providers, would insure that the court 
would have prompt professional opinions regarding the mental 
status of the person before it. This screening procedure would 
eliminate the need for screenings to be performed at API and 
should reduce the need for full mental health evaluations to be per­
formed at the Institute as well, although it would be appropriate 
for API to develop an outreach capacity for forensic evaluations. 
Mental status screening received much of the attention of 
the Task Force due to its ma jor importance and relevance to the 
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flow of judicial decision making and in relationship to the 
priorities and limited resources of API. It was determined that 
screenings could be completed by qualified individuals in the 
community mental health or private mental health sectors and that 
these service providers could adequately advise the court as to 
the need for a more extensive psychiatric evaluation and observa­
tion period (which may or may not require placement at API) , a 
civil commitment under Title 47, or for other, or no mental 
5/ 
health services.- The Alaska Court System should expect to pay 
for all court ordered outpatient psychiatric or psychological 
screenings. In any case, court system budget constraints should 
not be used as a reason for referral to a more laborious, restric­
tive and higher cost procedure via API referral. 
B. The Long-Term Title 12 Patient
Between November of 1972 and January of 1980, 30 mentally
disordered offenders from Alaska were placed at the Atascadero 
State Hospital under an agreement between the State of Alaska and 
the California Department of Health. This group of mentally 
disturbed offenders has consisted of individuals found incompe­
tent to stand trial or those found not guilty due to mental dis­
ease or defect. The State of Alaska has had to terminate new 
referrals, as of January 1, 1980. Elimination of this placement 
alternative has in turn created a need for expansion of psychiatric 
services and space at API, the only in-state psychiatric hospital 
setting reasonably available. 
5/ Note was made of apparent statutory requirements that evalua­
tion and observation be undertaken by a psychiatrist. However, 
this requirement does not appear to extend to preliminary 
screening or to non-custodial referrals. 
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The population of Alaska offenders presently housed at 
the California hospital at Atascadero has been reduced from 
fifteen ( 1 5) to five (5). There are currently eighteen (18) 
Title 12 patients now housed at the Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 
four (4) of these in the present psychiatric security unit (PSU) 
and fourteen (14) who are located on the wards. With the place­
ment alternatives outside of the State of Alaska having disappeared, 
additional areas for long-term treatment within API are necessitated. 
There is a risk that API will lose its previous flexibility and 
flow potential for providing services to its patients. However, 
physical space is available at the Insfitute which will enable 
the_ gradual return of the remaining Atascadero patients. Increased 
staffing and modifications to the physical environment will be 
needed. 
Task Force discussion focused on the need to recognize that 
API will keep and treat all criminally committed mentally dis­
ordered offenders and must be prepared for increasing transfers 
from the correctional institutions as a consequence of greater 
recognition of rights to treatment in the mental health setting. 
While recognizing that certain difficulties may be anticipated 
with the potential mixing of voluntarily committed patients with 
those who have been otherwise committed, the staff at API saw no 
categorical differences between Title 12 patients and others with 
similar mental or behavioral tendencies already there. Mental 
health and behavioral classifications cut across Title 47 and 
Title 12. 
With the removal of most, if not all, court related evalua-
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tion and observation patients from the limited space provided 
in the psychiatric security unit at API, the PSU can absorb 
appropriate Atascadero returnees and others needing a secure 
treatment facility in the short term. In the long term an addi­
tional closed security unit is required and planning should 
commence immediately toward its availability. 
The Division of Mental Health and Developmental Disabilities 
has potential access to $300,000 which may be used for the neces­
sary physical conversions. The Task Force believed it advisable 
for the Division to re -direct this money in order to equip an 
existing area of API in preparation for the shifting required by 
termination of the Atascadero alternative. 
A FY 81 supplemental request, in order to provide immediate 
and essential staffing, is necessary to accompany this conversion. 
The Task Force estimated a need of approximately $1. 1 million for 
the FY 82  budget. This amount will fund 25 new staff positions 
(the estimated number based on past experience) in order to provide 
6/ 
appropriate staff and program for 25 to 30 beds.-
Close coordination between API and Atascadero staffs can 
ensure that those long-term Alaska patients now receiving treat­
ment at the California facility will be reintegrated into the 
API environment in a manner which will be minimally disruptive to 
each patient's progress and which will not nurture an "Atascadero 
natient subculture.'' With the return of these five patients, 
6/ Readers not familiar with staff and costs of round the clock 
care are reminded that about five people are required to staff 
any position that provides round the clock service. Police 
and fire services have similar cost to service ratios. 
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with the present caseload of patients in this category now at 
API (18), and the anticipated growth in justice system referrals, 
there is no doubt that expanded facilities, staffing and 
programmatic capabilities are necessary. 
C. Forensic Services in The Correctional Setting
Part of the population pressure on API comes from referrals
from correctional facilities . . The Task Force foresaw a substan­
tial increase in this class of patient . The problems arising 
from the class of legal classification and treatment classifica­
tion are visible here too. Persons committed to the Division of 
Corrections may be psychotic or may become psychotic . Just as, 
as a result of a legal determination, the API psychiatrist may 
find a person committed to his care who he has testified is not 
insane, so a person whose condition he has described as warranting 
a finding of insanity may turn up at a correctional facility. 
Though he may reevaluate, it is unlikely that he could find that 
person not now eligible for treatment on a medical standard. 
While establishment of a right to refuse treatment has created 
more of a stir in legal circles, the push in Alaska is still 
l�kely to be very much the other way. So far, much of the volume
of referrals from corrections to API has been at the initiative
of correctional personnel and usually because of behavioral prob­
lems disturbing to the correctional environment. But enhanced
recognition by individual inmates of potential right to treatment
and increased sophistication of correctional personnel in identi­
fying mental health problems could execute a significant increase
in volume of referrals.
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Staffs from both the Mental Health and the Correctional 
Divisions report good cooperative experiences in holding and trans­
porting offenders who are referred. The Division of State Troopers 
also reports no problems with transporting and/or escorting these 
patients. Further, the Troopers anticipate that rural justice 
officers especially, will develop improved ties with mental 
health personnel under a reorganization and training program 
now under way. This may well result in an increase in mental 
health referrals . 
While the situation rarely arises, there is a need to be 
cognizant of due process protections when transferring correc­
tional residents involuntarily to a mental health setting. The 
individual right to treatment and right to refuse treatment are 
concerns which must be recognized from both mental health and 
justice authorities. 
Residents of correctional facilities have extraordinary 
mental health care problems in relation to the general popula­
tion yet correctional facilities are not adequately staffed to 
meet these problems on an individual basis. The courts may also 
contribute to this institutional problem by implying (or stating 
clearly) that a given indivdual could benefit from some form of 
mental health therapy or treatment . The Task Force agreed that 
an improved service delivery system is necessary to meet require­
ments of correctional populations. 
The problem was identified and discussed by Task Force 
participants as it related to the traditional reluctance of legis­
lators to provide a " mental health" component for correctional 
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programs and services. Apparently only the Eagle River Correc­
tional Center, with two counseling psychologist positions, is 
relatively well equipped of the nine in-state correctional centers 
for the provision of counseling services to inmate populations. 
But even there, a need has been identified for further training, 
assistance, and consultation between mental health and correc­
tional personnel. 
Several recent court rulings were utilized to provide exam­
ples of cases in which the mental health needs of convicted crimi­
nals were inadequately addressed. The Task Force foresaw an 
approach which would involve both the development of an improved, 
in house, mental health capacity in corrections and an outreach 
program, assisting correctional residents and recent residents 
utilizing the hospital and community mental health. 
Sex offender programs and other in-house correctional treat­
ment services can and should be provided through funding made 
available to the Department of Health and Social Services for the 
express purpose of providing mental health treatment in the correc­
tional setting. This funding should include the training of cor­
rectional staff. 
It was agreed by Task Force members that API should be recog­
nized as a hospital and that it therefore ought to be given the 
appropriate resources in order to function as a hospital. However, 
a fully developed hospital should include the development of a 
forensic outreach capacity which might also serve the correctional 
system from the resources of API and other com unity mental health 
care providers. 
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It was recognized that while the recently completed Alaska 
Correctional Master Plan may provide for adequate attention to 
the physical health service needs of inmates through utilization 
of registered nurses, contractual M.D. services, and physicians' 
assistants, the plan was inadequate in describing appropriate 
mental health treatment mechanisms. Many offenders could func-
tion successfully in a correctional setting as long as clinical 
mental health services could be made available to them. 
Although there are approximately 21 community mental health 
clinics throughout Alaska, many are reluctant to respond to requests 
for services from correctional or social service program adminis­
trators. The latter agencies argue that the private sector may 
provide better services so long as the government agencies are 
able to pay for them. The Task Force members agreed that future 
Requests For Proposals (RFPs) developed by the Division of Mental 
Health and Developmental Disabilities for community mental health 
clinical services must include provisions for the delivery of 
services to correctional units. An outreach capability developed 
by API staff should then be used to supplement or "back up " the 
community clinic resources. Since both the Division of Mental 
Health and the Division of Corrections are organizationally located 
in the same Department of Health and Social Services, administrative 
coordination of funding and policy-making should be simplified. 
Coordination between the Office of the Commissioner and the Court 
System should also be enhanced as a result of a continuing dialog. 
Additionally, it will be necessary to provide at least an 
evaluation level of services, and perhaps long-term care arrange-
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ments for the twenty (20) juveniles who still remain in out-of­
state social service placements. Although there may be adminis­
trative pressures for a long-term unit for adolescents to be 
provided within the Alaska Psychiatric Institute's environment, 
it was questioned whether a long stay in a psychiatric hospital would 
provide the best alternative for these youngsters. Various Task 
Force participants suggested that placements outside the walls 
of an institution would be more appropriate, but that these 
resources do not presently exist, hence the need for further 
planning, eventual funding and implementation of an alternative 
service mechanism. 
D. Review of Legal Services/Statutes
A need had been identified for a review of the present mental
health statutes. The need for on-site legal support services to 
the Alaska Psychiatric Institute administration and staff (see 
Consultation Report by Raymond Leidig, Appendix A) had also been 
identified. In discussion, Task Force participants recognized the 
need for a close working relationship with the Department of Law 
in structuring Departmental representation versus case by case 
representation which too often may inhibit overall policy direc­
tion and ·control. In short, the Department needs a higher level 
of consistent legal services at the field level. 
Other discussion issues included: the judiciary's practice 
of ordering persons to API in possible violation of the patient/ 
institution rights; inadequate attention to community treatment 
and the possible alternative placements for NGis or ISTs; insti­
tutional treatment versus outpatient care; conditional releases 
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similar to the present parole mechanisms; and other case issues 
directly related to mental health policies and procedures which 
may need defense strategies of a continuing and consistent nature. 
The Task Force concurred with the "Leidig Report" recommenda­
tion that: 
In light of current court decisions regarding the 
length of hospitalization or confinement for this 
population of the criminally committed, a process 
of reviewing current statutes should be initiated 
to anticipate both other options for treatment as 
well as addressing the specific limitations of 
confinement that are likely to be imposed in the 
future. Issues regarding the right to refuse treat­
ment and right to treatment may need also to be 
considered in light of a growing tendency of the 
courts' intervention in these areas. (Appendix A, 
Recommendation Number 7.) 
The Task Force concluded that the Departments of Law and 
Health and Social Services should work cooperatively in conducting 
a review and evaluation of Alaska's present mental health statutes. 
The two Departments should also seek to develop administrative 
arrangements for the provision of continuing legal services which 
would enhance the defense of sound mental health policies and pro­





Raymond Leidig, M. D. 
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Problem 
CONSULTATION REPORT TO THE DIVIS ION OF MENTAL
HEAL'l'H AND DEVELOPMENTAL DISl\B ILITIES IN •rJ-IE 
DEPl\RTMENT OF HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES OF ALI�SKA
Regarding 
CRIMINALLY COMMITTED MENTAL PJ>.TIENT SERVICES 
by 
Raymond Leidig , M :D .  
April  1 8 , . 1 -9 8 0· 
As of  January 1 ,  1 98 0 ,  the State of Alaska had to terminate 
the process of sending the mentally disordered offender to 
Atascadero State Hospital in California . Since November of 
1 9 7 2  an agreement existed between the State of Alaska and the 
Cal i fornia Department of Health for the · care of the mentally 
d isordered o ffender . During the fiscal years 1 9 7 3  through 
1 9 7 9  thirty ( 3 0 )  such mentally disordered offenders were sent 
to Atascadero State Hospital . This group compri sed those in­
d ividuals  found not guilty on the grounds of mental disease or 
defect and those considered incompetent to stand trial . During 
these same years twenty three ( 2 3 )  individuals were discharged 
from Atascadero State Hospital .  
The current pol icy regarding this natter for the Division 
o f  Mental Health and Developmental Di sabi l ities i s  to develop a
plan of services inc luding evaluation and observation and diagnosis
and treatment and care of this group of offenders withiil the
capacities currently available and those that must be planned for
within the State of Alask a .
This newly created need for expansion o f  psychiatr.ic security 
c�pabil ity has been responded to by Dr . Verner Stillner , Director
of the Division of Mental Health & Developmental Disabil ities by
organiz ing and convening a task force to review opt ions and con­
s iderations and to make recommendations to the Department of  
Health & Social Services and the Divisiori of Mental Health and 
Developmental Di sabilities .  This task force is representative 
of the following state entities : 
Criminal Justice Planning Agency 
Department of Publ ic Safety 
Division of Social Services 
Mental Health Advisory Council 
Division of Corrections 
Superior Court 
Public Defender Agency 
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Division of Mental Health & Developmental 
Disabi l ities 
Alaska Psychiatric Institute 
Criminal Justice Center , Un iversity of  Alaska 
Alaska Psychiatric Association 
Scope of Consultation Activities 
My visit in Alaska included the reviev1 or issues and activ­
ities and discussions with staffs at the following facilities : 
Alaska Psychiatric Institute , 
Anchorage , Alaska 
Ridgeview Correctional Faciltiy for Women 
Anchorage , Alaska 
Criminal Jus tice Center ,  Uni�ersity o f  Alaska 
Anchorage , Alaska 
S ixth Avenue Annex , 
Anchorage , Alaska 
Eagle River Correctional Faci l ity , 
Anchorage , Alaska 
Division of Mental Health & Developmental  
Disabil ities ,
Juneau , Alaska 
I attended a task force meeting in Juneau , Alaska on Apr i l  4 ,
1 9 8 0  and presented my 'prel iminary review considering options and 
i ssues for the task force . During my visit and s ince my r eturn 
I have also had an opportunity to read relevant statutes ,  
correctional master plans , previous reports  dealing with this  
issue and stati stical reports from the Division of  Mental Health 
& Developmental Disabilities . The greatest degree of courtesy 
and cooperation was afforded me by the staffs of the fac i l ities  
and the task force members in my endeavors .  
Review 
The Alaska Division of Mental Health and Developmental Dis­
abil ities i s  already engaged fully in the evaluation and 
observation and treatment of several categories  of criminal 
offender s .  S ince January 1 of 1 9 8 0  it has admitted the group
formerly sent to Ata scadero State Hospita l .  In addition , i t  re­
ceives admissions in the Psychiatric Security Unit from various
local law enforcement facilities and state correctional facilitie s .
Because of the responsibility to the latter categories , consider­
ation in this report is  g iven to options that 1::ay or may not
include all populations which wou ld require treatment in secure
facility settings . These populations include the following :




2 .  The incompetent to stand trial offender . 
3 .  The correctional criminal offender . 
4 .  The sexual offender . 
5 .  The developmentally disabled offender . 
Although my review indicates the statutes relating to the 
disposit ion of  sexual offenders does not include . the requirement
of treatment ,  it i s  reasonable to assume for future planning 
purposes that the treatment of selected sexual offenders may con­
stitute a responsibility for the mental health services in Alaska . 
Developmentally di sabled offenders appear not to be a major issue 
at  thi s time but should be kept in mind as more and more court 
actions demand mental health services be provided by the states 
for this class of people and as  deinstitu tionalization of  the de- • 
velopmentally disabled orogresses . 
The need of secure settinq treatment capability at this  t ime 
should address the two Primary populations ; the criminally  com­
mitted mental health oatient and the criminal offender from local  
and state correctional oroorams . 
In my interviews and discussions with various mental health 
and correctional professionals certain variations of  perceptions 
of  mental health capacity and mission and other controversies that
are not unusual between these two fields arose . Some of  the cori­
troversies are within only one field such as that of whether or
not secure treatment settings for offenders  should be developed
in the mental health system and at mental health locations or
whether they should be based at correctional fac i litie s .  There
are differences of opinions amongst the mental health professional s
o n  this i ssue .
Correctional staffs , by and large , indicated a need for not 
only more mental health evaluation and observation capabi l i ty 
del ivered through the mental health system but in addition , longer 
term retention of individuals  referred for treatment to API . 
Differences of opinion occur amongst correctional staff also  as  
to  whether they should be  af forded more mental health capacity 
in-house to the correctional system versus that which would  be 
contracted for or del ivered through the state mental health system . 
The treatment and security needs of the two populations , the 
criminally comi�itted offender and the correctional system offender 
have many similarities but also have some significant differences 
especially in  the area of progression toward final disposition . 
Notwithstanding those d ifferences between the needs of the two 
populations,  consideration can be given to secure setting treatment 
programs that would accommodate the bulk of treatment for hospital­
ized patients from both groups . Also , post-hospital izat ion  
programming and follow-up vary considerably in  terms of  what can 
be made avai lable to each of  these groups . 
Alaska statutes al low for treatment other than in secure 
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settings of the criminally committed offender . The issue of  danger­
ousness appears  to be the determinant for utilization of hospital . 
l'be community mental health sector of the Alaska. system , although 
not personally assessGd by v i sitation was reviewed in discussion 
as to capacity for both front-end d iagnosis evaluation and observation 
of  either the criminally committed of fender and the criminal offender
in the correctional system and the potential capacity for follow-up
services .
The private practice sector already greatly involved with eval­
uation for the courts and in  some instances  in  follow-up treatment 
post-discharge from hospital represents a very major resource in 
the State of Alaska , given the geographical disbursement of pop­
ulation s ,  community mental health programs , private psychiatrists ,  
and other private sector mental health professionals . 
The seven year statistics cited above regarding admissions and 
discharges from the Atascadero State Hospital indicate an increased 
capacity of no more than 1 0  bed s ,  given the as sumption that that· 
activity would remain constant over �ime . The ten bed increase does 
not assume a s ingle ward security treatment setting . I t  only in­
dicates the flow rate of the previously Atascadero committed patient 
and the average daily population that might be assumed , g iven the 
previous seven years activity . Atascadero State Hospital has a 
spectrum of security and treatment settings within its complex and 
some elements  of lesser security settings can be envisaged for this  
population within an Alaskan program that may utilize  either other 
wards of the Alaskan Psychiatric Institute when a patient i s  ready 
for such responsibility and can extend to the utilization  of both 
public community programs and private pract ioners in the communi ty 
when an individual can handle the open society setting . 
Another a ssumption regarding this increased capacity i s  that 
the evaluatio� and observation for both the competency to s tand 
tr ial and the not guilty by reason of mental. d isease or defect 
would �ontinue on the present Psychiatric Security Unit . Bed need 
of a speci f ic unit for the treatment of the acquitted population and 
the incompetency to stand trial population may not exeed five or s ix 
bed s .  The establishment of such a small unit with three-shift 
security treatment capability appears fea sible within the current 
structure of the Alaska Psychiatric Institute complex . Thi s  may not 
need additional building but mod ification of a section o f  a ward 
or floor . 
The above assumptions  and the resultant size \•,ard and given 
other program options for this population refers only to the group 
of people previously sent to Atascadero . I do not believe the 
assumptions regarding the incidence of this activity wil l  remain 
constant .  Further , the expressed need for longer hospital treatment 
of the correctional offender with a mental health need in a secure 
setting offers the opportunity to plan for both populations . Exac t  
statistics regard ing the need for longer term hospitalization treat­
ment of correctiona l offenders from the correctional system would 
need to be  proj ected if , indeed , a model for  a secure hospital setting 




· hospitalization is far in  excess o f  that o f  any g eneral population
and is usually in excess o f  that required for correctional system
transfers for treatmen t .
1�0 documents concerning correctiona l  master p lann ing were r e ­
viewed . The fir st titled : A laska Correc tions Master Plan ; a pre­
liminary draft summary dated July 11, 1 9 7 9  ind icates on pag e  15 that 
a signi ficant sharing of pro fessional talent could be reali zed 
because the Commissioner of  Health & Social Services has r eporting 
to that offic e the Director o f  Correc tions, th e Director o f  Mental 
Health ,  the Director o f  Pub l ic Health and th e Director o f  Social 
Services. On the same page the recommendation is that a full-time 
health pro fessional  be identified as the manager of  the h e a l th 
delivery system within the c en tral staff o f  th e Division o f  Corrections. 
That individual ,  it i s  recommended, would manage the mental ·health and 
drug and alcohol interven tion programs� No further delineation o f  
the service s  expec ted through the Division of  Men tal Health &
Developmen tal Disabilities and the o ther en tities named i s  inc luded . 
Howev er, as indicated previously in th is report, my interv iews with 
correction al officia ls r evealed the hope and expectation that the 
A laska P sychiatric Institute and the m ental health delivery system 
wo uld be able to expand its capacity to acc01.,'n1oda te longer term 
hospitalization for tho se in need from their system and mor e  short 
term hospitali zation treatment c apacity plus more services p rovided 
from commun ity men tal health programs and private practione r s. 
No accurate statistics were avai lable regarding the need for the 
population requiring longer term secure hosp ital treatm�nt. 
Future Activities, Considerations and Speculations 
Several factors that can be pro j ected in to s everal future 
scenario s m ust be considered now that A laska will treat the 
c rim i nally committed o ffender within the state . First , acro s s  the 
Un ited States there has been a significant increase in the utiliz at ion 
of the p lea of not guilty by reason o f  insanity or by reason of mental
di sease or defect. Th is po ssibility occurring in Alaska must b e
con sidered in term s of pro j ecting any plan for additional hospital
units and for ev a luation and observation activ iti es and treatment
upon release from hospital units under conditional release situation s.
Another factor concerns the visibility o f  the a6tivity now that i t
wil.l b e  in-state and the experience and awareness of  the courts ,
pro secuting and defending attorneys , m ental health pro fessionals,
and the community a t  larg e. Increased utilization o f  the plea in the
S tate o f  Alaska may result only from the establi shment o f  this in­
state capacity . Another growing factor acro ss the United S tates is
the emergence of the courts' intervention on behalf o f  the correc tional
sy stem o ffender with health and mental health need s .
These factors and others combine to cause greater scrutiny o f  the 
ac tivities and results of activities in thi s area. Such an in -state 
pro gram and faci l ity also c auses an increased c lient (pati ent) 
atto rney contact and thus more activ ity for mental health pro fessionals 
in the local courts . In essence, I would pro j ec t  an incre ased util­
i zation of  the p lea fo r the reason s give11 above and a significant 
increased activity in the in ter face between  mental health p ro fession� l s  
both in the public and private secto r  with the courts o f  Alaska. 
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Another area that must be  considered i s  the adequacy of the 
current statutes defining the length of  time of criminal commitment . 
I add this concern on the basis  that in many states revis ion o f  the 
statutes referring to criminal insanity have had to be revised to 
in sure th�t confinement for mental health treatment under the 
criminal insanity code or statute cannot exceed the time that 
ordinarily would match a criminal conviction with a penal or 
probationary sentence .  Periodic review by the courts of the status 
of  each criminally committed offender has been a usual inclusion
in revision of statutes .  In some states , notably Montana ,  I l l inoi s ,
and Michigan the statutes have been rev ised to ac<;ommodate bpth a
sentence of determinate t ime and a disposition that includes treatment .
The new _ plea language in the se states i s  given a s  "guilty but mental ly
il l . " These approaches in st,atute tend to reflect a reconciliation
of  the ambivalence of society regarding such individuals as to
whether they should be punished and/or treated .
Ano ther factor with in-state treatment that must be consid ered· 
is the attitude and skil l  present within the public and private 
mental health system in the con@unity that would apply to this  
population . This group of  indiv1duals  i s  not usually a top-priority 
for community mental health centers and clinics or private praction­
ers in terms of their  practic e .  The visibility and vulnerability 
that these patients present for themselves is  carried over to any 
institution or entity involved in their treatment and care . The 
legal activities surrounding these individuals  cause signficant 
additional workload for those respons ible for their treatment .  
'l'raining i n  the core disciplines o f  psychiatry , psychology , 
social ,,mrk,  nursing , mental heal th worker and affil iated mental 
health profess ional s  does not usually inc lude the treatment of the 
potentially dangerous offender . Strategies for overcoming 
prej udicial attitudes and skill de ticiencies mu st be con sidered and 
may possibly be solved through special orientation and continuing 
education opportunities a fforded through the Division of Mental 
Health and local mental health professional assoc iations . 
Another planning effoit currently in process is  that o f  the 
hospitalization space and treatment needs for children and adole scents . 
In our discus sions it  was indicated that a dec i s ion ha s to be made 
regarding the opening of a new unit at Alaska Psychiatric  Insti tute 
for this purpose . This factor for consi�'l.ration obviously affects the 
current capacity of the Alaska Psychiatric Institute to respond to 
any addi tional needs for the criminally committed offender and the 
correctional offender . 
Discussion and Recommendations 
The treatment of the criminally committed of fender can include 
the full spectrum of treatment options in the modern day considered 
appropriate for the general psychiatric patient . This would include 
in-patient treatmcr1t ,  partial hospitalization , group treutment , out­
patient treatment , other 24 hour alternatives sucl1 as hal f -way 
house programs and transitional l iving programs . The unique requj_rc­
ment of security usuolly i. s invoked in the evaluation and observation 
period anc.1 in the early st.:ages of hosp ital  tre.J.�ment . It  i s  not 
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imposs j_ble to consider that some individual s  would not nee� security 
settings for either activity , since all criminully committed patients 
do not represent significant danger . Many mental health c l inicians 
find it di fficult to exercise both role of therapist and administrative 
control with their patients . This is  less true of hospital staffs but 
can usually be found as a significant factor in the resi stance o f  
com unity mental health programs i n  accepting and adequately treating 
and managing these patients . 
The issue of which setting such treatment should occur in - a 
mental health versus a correctional setting represents an on-going 
controversy and discussion in many states . In recent combined state 
meetings it would appear that wherever possible the in-hospital 
treatment setting for the criminally comfilitted offender should be 
carried out in  connection with a mental health service rath�r than a 
correctional facility .  Both the acquitted group and the incompetent 
to stand trial group are not prisoners in a true correctional or  
criminal justice sense and thus their location in  a correctional  
fac i lity where the primary emphasis  for the facility is  sec�rity 
can often precipitate maj or and continuing legal activity a s  patient 
advocates , especially from the legal cor.munity , raise the i s sues of 
treating an, 1 1  innocent II individual in a penal setting . Recruitment 
of qualified staff for a mental health setting treatment unit i s  far 
easier than for a correctional setting unit . 
Many states have forensic hospitals and/or units within psychiatric 
hospitals  that co-mingle the criminal ly committed , the incompetent to  
stand trial , and the correctional offender . There are segregated 
programs in other states and a usual segregation i s  for those states 
where sexual offender statutes require segregation and treatment 
either in a mental health setting or a correctional fac i lity. There 
are states in which the forensic units are incorporated admin­
i stratively in either divisions or departments  of corrections .  These 
tend to  be in  states where units were developed many years ago . 
Where new units have been developed the administrative £ntity i s  
usual ly the mental health division and the location i s  usually 
e ither an independent psychiatric hospital or a forensic unit within 
a p sychiatric hospital .  Sizes  of the vari ous populations and the 
amount of activity are influencing factors to both the location of 
the administrative authori ty arid the loc-:1.tj on of the programs . 
Recently with the deinstitutionalization of  l atge !lumber s  of  develop­
mi::-mtally di sabled there has been an increa sed :i .. !1c idence of misder.-,eanor 
and felony off12nses by thi s population in the co:nmuni ty . Because thi s  
population usual ly i s  also considered hy the various statutes a s  
not responsible for such acts because of a mental disease o r  defect , 
programs for their treatment under a conuni tment status that requires 
security have been developed either in the mental health hospita l s  or 
in the institutions serving the developmentally di sabled . Co-mingl ing 
of the developmentally  disabled offender and the  other offender 
groups is not the usual standard procedure . This is becau se  of the 
pecul iar vulnerability to exploitation by the other offender groups 
that the developmentally disabled can be subj ect to as wel l  as the 
pecul iar special treatment skills needed by a staff dealing with thi s 
population . 
J\.laska , l ike most states , has organi z ed its  mental l icalth 
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services  through the executive branch having direct control over 
the institutions and contracting for services  through public 
community mental health centers and clinics and , in  some i nstances , 
with private providers . The accountabil ity requirements for those 
who treat these individuals  is extremely high and tracks to the 
court s ,  to the legislature , and to the public at large in  a very 
vis ible manner . For this reason program policies and procedure s  
mus t  be very spec ific to account for treatment and tracking o f  
these individual s .  Such policies need to be communicated through 
contracts to the community providers . Constant evaluation and 
monitoring of services to these individuals need to be incorporated 
in any plan to be able to account for modi fication dependent upon 
outcome of treatment services and follow-up with rec idivism the 
prime concern of all .  The fa�tors used for the prediction of  
repetitive violent or  dangerous acts must be constantly reviewed 
a s  to their efficacy . The science of this prediction i s  inexact 
and thus those with the responsibility must l ive and operate with 
certain risk . 
Recom..rnendations 
1 .  The establi shment of a maximum/medium type security treatment 
unit should be planned for at Alaska Psychiatric Institute . 
The size should be predicated on both the analysis and pro­
j ection of use of the plea of not guilty by rea son of mental 
disease and defect and the proj ection of need of longer term 
hospitalization population coming from the correctional system . 
2 .  The current psychiatric security unit which handles the eval­
uation and observation and short-term treatment should 
continue that activity including the court-ordered evaluations 
of those under the plea of not guilty and those regue sted by 
the court for competency to stand tria l .  That unit does short­
term treatment at this time and most l ikely should continue that 
role if the workload for evaluation and observation does not 
i ncrease . There are many definitions of short-term treatment 
but I believe con sideration/for those who require 3 to 15  days . 
hospital ization could be· accommodated on this unit and perhaps 
even occasionally those who may require 2 . to 4 weeks . 
3 .  The treatment of women acquitted under the plea of not guilty by 
reason of mental disease or defect and requiring hospitalization 
and those for which treatment to the point of competency is  
needed should be constdered to b2  carri ed out in  the general 
adult psychiatric ward s .  Women both in criminal  insanity setting 
treatment and in correctional setting treatment usua l ly do not 
require the conditions of security found to be needed for the 
average male  population . 
4 .  For those individua ls who are discharged to a conditional release 
status and who still require mental health services  I would 
reco�ncnd specific performance contracts  with both public  mental 
health providers and private practioners for additional  follow-up 
treatment in the community . I would further recrn�end paying a �rcmium 
prite as incentive for inclusion of these individual s  in the 
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caseload of these providers .  In collaboration with the court , the 
condition s set forth for conditional release must be exact and 
specif ic to the needs of the individual and the commun ity to 
a ssure the least risk of recidivi sm . Such conditions should be 
built  within a performance contract with eacl1 provider �ntity 
and monitored accordingly by either submitted reports or site 
visitation on a periodic basis  to evaluate procedures and perform­
ance . 
5 .  A joint analysis by the Division of Mental Health and the Division 
of Corrections to ascertain more accurate ly th� proj ection of 
need for long-term hospitalization of correctional of fenders 
should be swiftly accomplished in order to plan the s i z e  of the 
maximum/medium security un.it for treatment . Accompanying this 
analysis the scope and d imensions of the proj ected mental health 
screening and d frect services component of the correc t ional 
·system needs t9 be addressed as rapidly a s  pos sible s ince the
establ i shment�qreater mental health capacity within t he cor­
rectional system will automatically increase referral s  to the
mental health service system. _ This �dded system analysi� may
a lso include any community correctional programs as to the
incidence of need for hospitalization from such source .
6 .  The skill  needs of staff with the responsibility for both hospital 
services and coJTu71unity treatment services devoted to these in­
dividuals should be assessed in collaboration with the various 
professional soc ieties and post-secondary educat ion �nstitutions 
to aid in establ ishing core educational cour ses and c ontinuing 
educational courses and the planning for making them available 
to current stuff as well as considering classi fication of such 
personnel to be separate from the usual hospital mental  health 
classi fications so that entry employment requirements to 
securi ty psychiatric treatment units can eventually include some 
standard minimal level of pre- service education . 
Additional educational opportunities regarding the statutes ,  
policies and procedure s  surrounding the activities for the 
criminally committed o ffender and the correctional offender 
treatment group should be made available to clinicians , the 
j udicial and the bar with a planning process again including the 
post- secondary educational institutions .  
7 .  In  light of current court decisions regarding the length of  
hospital ization or  confineme�t for thi s  popu lation o f  the 
criminally committed , a process of revie\·7 of current statutes 
should be initiated to anticipate both other options for treat­
ment as well as addressing specific limitations of confinement 
that are likely to be imposed in the future .  Issues regarding 
right to refuse treatment and right to treatment may need a lso · 
to be considered in light of a growing tendency of the courts '  
intervention in these area s .  
8 .  A review o f  the internal  rules and regula tions and procedures 
govcrni.ng the management of potent ially dangerous and violent 
individuals should be initiated . Because of the longer term 




of  the . disturbances within these individual s ,  staf f/c l ient
confl icts resulting in in j uries to staff and patients i s  o f  a
much higher incidence in these units than in general psychiatric
unit s .  Women are particularly vulnerable and need a s s i stance
and education and training in both the methods of avoidance a�d
the managing of the seriously disturbed patient in confined settings .
This review activity may already be in progress  a s  I did  not have
an opportunity to review the written procedures or rules and reg­
ulations govern ing thi s  activity .
9 .  The Division of Mental Health & Developmenta� Disabilities
should initiate a process of evaluation of  the resources  needed 
to address  the increase and workload as i ndicated by the severa l  
correctional faci l ities in\ the Anchorage area that require both 
evaluation , short-term treatment , and fol lo�-up of the client s .  
The Anchorage Community Mental Health syste2 and local private 
providers plus the correctional facility , health and administrative 
staffs should participate in  this .  It is poss ible by that more 
outreach capacity from the mental health providers to the cor­
rectional fac il ities the curr�nt Psychiatric Security Unit could 
be relieved of some admissions which could be handled by early 
i ntervention at the correctional facil ity . I did not visit  the 
com unity mental health center and thus can:1ot attest to their 
capacity to respond to this need . It . was evident that the Alaska 
Psychiatric Institute capac ity could not be s tretched to accommodate 
this workload need without additional resource .  
1 0 .  Planning for this respoonsibility should include on-s it� ·: legal 
support services to the Alaska Psychiatric In stitute admin­
i stration and sta f f .  This can e ither be planned in collabor­
ation with the attorney general ' s  office or through the program 
of special counsel to the Division of Mental Health i f  such a 
model of legal services i s  possible under Alaskan statute . The 
j ustification for thi s  recommendation l i e s  in the antic ipated 
increase in legal activity precipitated by the cl ient and attorney 
contacts that will emanate from the program being housed at the 
Institute . In addition .legal services to assist the staff and 
·administration are necessary to assist and educate in matters
concerning rights of  patients and rights of staf f .  A population o f
criminally committed offenders and correctional offenders in
mental health treatment settings i s  frequently a source of l it igation .
Reviews of such activities constantly reveal a deficiency in  the
admin istration of treatment and security which clearly delineates
r ights of  patients and rights of  staff and the procedures attend-
ant to those rights .
1 1  . .  As with the general psychiatric treatment population i n  hospita l s ,
family inclusion i n  treatment whenever possible should be made a 
part of the treatment program. With the patient now residing in  
Alaska for treatment fnmily inclusion may aid in shortening the 
term of hospitalization as well as keeping in force those support 
systems for acceptance back into family and community life one� 
discharge i s  possible . The inclus ion o f  fanil y  in the progres s  of 
treatment can be affected both through the hospital program a s  
well as  through the community mental heillth capacity and witl1 the 
involvement of privQtc prnctioncrs where appropriate . Visitation 
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by family is  a right of these patients and , thus , visitation cap- · 
acity in terms of varyi.11g levels  of security must be planned for . 
Contact and non-contact visitation has to be considered . 
12 . The current task force either in its pre sent form or in modified 
form should be continued after the finali zation of the plan ·and 
during the implementation phase . Excellent com un ication has 
been established between respon s ible entities represented o n  
the task force and I believe this would assist the Division of
Mental Health & Developmental Di sabilities as it assumes this
greater responsibility in  the treatment of  this population . 
13 . Alcohol and drug services incorporated within the psychiatric 
treatment services for this population is  of necessity an  im­
portant and integral element for the success of outcome . ·  The 
correctional offender group , especially , will have a high 
incidence of  alcohol and drug �sc related problems and the 
expertise of  alcohol and drug treatment skill is  needed . 
Summary 
The preceding report and recommendations are , of  course , based 
on the knowledge acquired during my visitation and through the readings 
of the various documents shared with me . Certain assumptions have been 
mad e ,  mostly on the basis of the proj ection of the size o f  the 
criminally committed of fender group . The inclusion of the c orrectional 
offender requiring hospitalization for psychiatric trcat�ent , I
bel i eve , i s  a viable model for consideration which would rel ieve and
resolve certain controversies to a significant degree . I was much
impressed with the current knowledge and the expertise of the partic­
ipating individual s  that I contact with and hope that this consultation
report and recommendations will fac ilitate the consolidation o f  that
expertise in the development of the Ala skan plan for serv ices to the
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I have read with interest the consultation report prepared by Dr. lei.dig
2.ncl have studied his recomrY2ndn.tj_ons frrn1 the perspective of the Division 
of Corrections . The Division of Corrections is prepared to work with
you tm1ard foiplementation of those rcco:nrendations f ot.md by the 'l'ask 
Force to be most needed.
A joint analysis of needs by the Division ' s  of Mental Health and Corrections,
as suggested by Dr . L..�idig, will surely identify the serious lack of in­
state resources for n,-:mtally troubled young people. There is a good 
chance that a Divisioi1 of Youth Services \dll come into existence ir,
July 198:I.. 1'"ni.s prospect will be addressed during the course of the
development of thG fupartr ent of Heal th and Social Services FY 82 bL1dget . 
'I'he absence of ?. suitable facility for seriously disturbed young peopJ.e 
in Alaska sh0i..1ld be crn1sidered at that tirr.e . '111e Division of OJrrections 
and 1;he Di vision of Soc.i.a.l Services have had to resort to placements in 
the Brown Scl1ooJ. and the Devereau,-x School in Texas . '111is is a poor 
practice and wbatever bappGns with respect to plans for a new Youth 
Sex-vices Divisj_rn1 , this problem needs attent:ion . 
Dr . Leiclig ' s  report mentions "sex offenders" as a category whose problem<.:: 
need to be ac1dressed by the 'l'ask Force . I agree , and yet it is a category
which includ.Gs offenders whose criminal beha.vi.or and personality dynrnnics 
vary 2nornDusly. My impression is that they tend to have one charactel'istic 
in  co.'Trron , in that they are not often arrenable to psychiatric treatment . 
The catcg017 posGs a dilemna for thG Division of Corrections because of 
the :\.nsiste,1t b2lief anxmg the public , shared by so:re sentencing judges ,
that such pc-ople need "treatment" and that the Division of Corrections 
should l"B a.ble to provide such treatment on an aJsrDst routine basis . We 
\\Ould be n-ost gJ:-ateful if this Task Force could ca.re up with some ideas
as to how to dec1 l w:L t.h this perception , and if it could identify useful 
approaclies to be ta.ken with respect to i..'1di\·:i.duals within the "sex
offender' ' category \\'ho should indeed be provided \\i.th s01re form of in­
clivi.duaJ.ized then'lpy before relec1se . 
The Division of Correc:t::i.ons has bad a "sex offenck:r" program at  SCC/Juneau 
dm·i.ng the past year l'ur:.ch:-:d by an LEM gTr..nt .  It is essentially a group 
progrrnn, h1.1t we b2 liove tile progi:am to b2 useful as it provides a st1pporti ve 
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activity for a m1,·-rliY2r of indi.vidua1s \1.'ho mj_ght b-2 e:�qx:cted to have a 
v0ry bard t .irne in prison , and snffer frorn a much larger loss of self­
esteem than usual . Persons serving sentences for offenses involving 
abuse or j_njm.'y or sexun.J e;�1Jloitation of chi ldren are assigned the 
lowest status among their peers in prison . Although they apparently are 
not subjected to the snn�2 kind of il J. treatrr.ent in Alas1mn prisons as 
they w:)Uld encounter elsewhere , we have the i.mpression the sex offender
program at SCC/Juneau is helpful as so.1Y2thing of R maintenance progran1.
It does not , however , represent much progress toward addressing the 
problem in a co.11pr0hensive way . ( Incidentally , we enjoy the distinction 
in Alaska of having the highest focj_dence of rape in the country . ) My 
belief is that if we could make sorc,8 reasonable headway with the problem 
of alcohol abuse in this state, the sex offender problem would be abated 
significantly. 
In otherwise cornnenting on Dr . Leidig 1 s report , it would be difficult 
for me to scp<1rate discussion of the central ·concerns of the Division of 
Corrections from measures whicb might be specifically designed to meet 
Mc�ntal Heal th needs . In the interest of the ,relf are of all of the 
offenders cor mitted to the care of the Division of Corrections , we 
believe there is ru1 urgent need to make improvements in the settings 
where offenders are coni'ined throughout the state . The ·correctional 
center at Eagle River is the only facility operated by tho Division of 
Corrections for adults capable of providing an environrr2nt reir.otely 
conducive to go'.:>d mental health . Therefore , ratb2r than the Division of 
Corrections reing i.n a position to adequately care for marginally 
troubled people , the tL.'1happy fact of the m�tter is that ''ie must , for the 
ti:ne being, rely on facilitj_es wherein there are circumstances n-ore 
likely to exacerbate n1ental problems than alleviate such problems . 
I am espec.ictlly concE?rned about the institutions at Fairbanks and J;_meau . 
We house of fenders �t these facilities fo1· long periods of ti.me , soro2ti!res 
for many years . There are no private r·ooms or cells at either facility , 
other than segregation cells. 'I'here is much idleness . 'l'h?.nks to the . 
ingenuity of staff ru1d the generosity of outside resoLu-ces (CETA and the
University of Alaska) ,  there are two or three good rehabilitative programs, 
but these progTruns tend to be improvised and a.re operated on a tenuous 
brrsis . Nei thcr institution has adequ2.te perimeter secm·i ty whic.h means 
in.'Tlates are tumble to get outside as much 2.s they should . Eoth institutions 
are understaffed and thus the inmates have limited 2.ccess to staff . 
Conditions at Ketchikan nnd Ncrne are even worsP. and until the replacement 
for Riclgevi.ew is rendy , mxnen offenclers will continue to b-..; housed under 
substandard circtm1St8nces. 
On the posj_ti VC! side of things , the �laster Plmi process hns called th2 
plight of C'.orrect.ions in 1\laska to the attention of key decisj_on makers 
in st.a t2 gon•rn;r.ent . /Is a result , the Di vj_si on wi 1 1  b-2 adequately 
funded (relati\'ely spc�,:kinp:) for the·' first tin� in  several years. 
t.b1·(:'0\'Pr , l t �1ppe,1rs til:\ t tho OfJicP or Alc:oholh;:11 and Drug J\busG is to
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Le funded r-i.clc:.c1uately and \'.'ill lYJ able to providC; d.::::sperately needed 
services to the Division of C'.onections in i.h8 area of alcoholism treat­
msnt . Tl18 �!aster Plan study revealed that ab:::iut 85 perceat of the
Dj_visj_on of Corrections clientele bn.ve COirmi tted alcohol--reJ.ated cr:lrn2s.
Dr . Leiclig ' s  report took note of a Master Plan study recam:enclation that 
a full-titre health professional be i dentifi8d as IT1.:1.11ager of the health 
delivery system with.in the central staff of th3 Division of Corrections 
and that this individual manage the mental health and drug and alcohol 
intervention programs _ Tne Division of Corrections does not plan to 
folJ.ow that recarrnendatj_on precisely . We believe a b8tter result can be 
obtained by way of tbe cstablishmcmt of a new position of Assistant 
Director for Correctiono.l Programs. Health care ma.tters will b2 handled 
separately, while matters pertaining to m2ntal health , clrl\g and alcoholism 
treatmeat and all other. correctional treatment progr·aH'S will be under 
the direction of the new Assistant Director . We would e:,.,vect to have 
the new Assistant Director on b:>ard within a rronth' s tirne . 
A number of efforts have been nmde to strengthen programs and in:prove 
CO!')di tions at th8 correcU.ona.l .facilities .  Additional staffing will aid 
greatly in this regard . The degree to which the Division of Corrections 
succeeds in 11pgrading its progrnms is sig11if icant to the sta.te of mental 
health ca.I'e in Alaska. At present , the Division represe!'lts , on balaEce , 
a negative factor in the State so far as mental health is coricernExl . 
Confj_ne.rr.ent is an essEmtially negative expe: :ience . \v11en conf:i.m:ment 
takes pl.:,ce in such a manner to subject thos8 confined to overc:cowding, 
lack of privacy , absence of construct:Lve activities, and a sense of 
tension arid hosti lity , so�times for years on er;.d, \1.-e can assume that 
individuals -in a marginaJ. _ mental state are 1L1-ely to be seriously darrm.ged
by the exp(�ri.ence , even though th2 dam1.ge might tak9 the form of a
confinrr2d sense of alienation rather than a lapse into psychosis .  
Therefore , we beHeve the Division of  Corrections can best serve the 
cause of mental heal th by strj ving to better meet its recognized responsi­
bilities . 
Corrections and Mentci.l Heal th in any jttrisdication i!wariably take care 
of each other ' s  problems . Arrong the clientele of Q)rrectioas , persons 
in a nurginal st2.tus are always to be found . On the other hand , Menta.l
Health j_s itwvitnbly c::ilJ.cxl on by Corrections to work with j ndividuals 
who <lo not have the kinds of disorders which nr2ntal health professional 
consider to be treatable by way of accepted psychiatric methods . These
i ndi vi duals are usuri.lly diag11osed as l1aving c!rn.ractcr disorders even 
though their behavior srn:utimes takes bizzare fonns , to such an extent 
on oc:casions as to place th,::-m beyond the m.rnagermnt capability of a · 
co:rrect:i.onal fo.sti.tution . A go0d \\Or king rel:1.tionsbip between Mental 
He.11th ::ind CD1-rcc.tions r0quire:;; th: rt the agPnc.fos of both dj scipli.ne;s 
hm·e �1 great nno11nt of i'l.c}:sd.bi.1.i ty w:i.tli respect to rn:in8ging; the niarginal 
elc-Pr:�nts of t heir 1·espocti ve clientG1c who 1x•rl1c1ps might l� misp1nccd at 
any gi.H"n tim�� . 
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At present , API hr1s limi.tcxl abHity to prov1oe anything nDre than short­
term care and treatment of apparently disturlx�d Division of C'.orrections
referrals. Ti1at institution simply d8C:>S not have s,1.:fficient room or
staff to work wHh as many cas0s as the Division of Correctj_ons might 
wish to refer . By the san"D token , Division of C.Orr-ections institutions 
provide clearly unsuitable sGttings and have inadsquately trained staff 
and indeed not enough staff to work appropriately \dtb individuals who 
present the kind of mental health problems nonnally dealt with in mental 
hospitals. 
For its part , the Division of C.Orrections intends to upgrade its overall 
capability for ,1.-orking effectively with all of its clientele. Meanwhile ,
the Di vision of �lental Health will rrove forward in develo;:xr.ent of pla.'1s 
for dealing with Title XII cases and improving its overall capacity for 
,mrking with mentally disturbed patients in all categories . These plans 
should include development of a program for sentenced offenders who have 
rrental problems bGyond the present capability of co�rectional staff. 
The Division of Q)rrections would be pleased to coc,;_Jerate with the 
Division of Mental Health in the develop1n-2nt of such ct program. 
CFC/mjr 
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Menta l Hea l th Serv i ces 
fo, Ch i  I d ren 
I n  prepa r i ng my recommondat ions . regard i ng 1 he cr i m i n� I l y  comm i tted 
menta l pat i ent I cou l d  not he l p  but a l so t h i n k  about the on-go i ng need 
for i ncreased serv i ces for our d i sturbed ch i l d ren .  The enormous needs 
of these ch i l dren comb i ned w i th the on-go i ng i nadequacy of the serv i ce 
system cont i nues to concern me . ! t  seems i ncons i stant tha-r we ure 
p l a nn i ng to return our cr im i na l l y  i nsane to the state but cont i nue  to 
p l ace a s i gn i f i cant number of ch i l dren I n  out-of-state fac i l i t i es due to 
the i r  emot i ona l d i sturbance. 
As we enter i nto de l i berat i ons regard i ng the needs of the cr i m i nu l i y  
comm l tted menta I pat i ent, I wou I d  hope that 1'18 m i ght a I so d i scuss the
needs of our d i sturbed ch i l d ren . I n  part i cu l cir \·1e need to focus on
further deve l opmen+ of commun i ty based serv i ces for e,:1:it lona l [ y - d i 'sturbed 
ch i I dren and the deve I opment of an i n-·state res i dent i a I care compor:ent. 
J P/gc 
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!\ I f 
/-\ as r(a
Cr i m i na l l y Comm i i tcd Menta l 
Pat ien1· Serv i ces 
I . Rev i e1·1 of the present c l i e'nt pool to determ i ne the number of  i nd i v i dua l s
i n  each of the f i ve sub-groups. 
2 ;  Eva l uat i on of the i n d i v i dua l s  I n  the sub-groups to determ i ne the 
needs of each i nd i v i dua l .  
3 .  I nventory of the resources ava i I ab l e  i n  each co�nmun ity for the 
var i ous sub-groups.  
4 .  Deve lopment of a p l an  for appropr i ate match i ng of i nd ! v i dua l s  w i th 
resources,  vi l th a part i cu l a r· empha s i s  on commun i ty based serv i ces 
p rov i ded i n  the l east restr i ct i ve sett i ng .  
5 .  Deve lopment o f  recommendat i on s  rega rd i ng the gaps i n  serv i ces for 
the f i ve sub-groups.  
Long Range Object i ves 
I . Estab l i s hment of a max i mum/med i um type secu r i ty treatment un it  at 
AP ! .
2 .  Deve I opmer.t o f  commu n i ty based serv i ces for a I ! f i ve s.u b-g rou p s  
( w i th the assumpt i on that on l y  the da_ngerous/v l o l ent i nd i v i d ua l s
v,ou I d  need secure treatment ) . 
Sex Offender Programs 
I . Need a l ternat ives to i ncarcerat i on .
2 . Need sexua I o ffender programs w i th I n  the cor-rect i ona I fac i I i t  i es .
3 .  Need spec i a l  programs to dea l w i th the sexua l ch i l d  abuser and h i s
or her fami l y .
Sta f f  Deve l opment And Tra i n i ng 
Commun i ty prov i ders w i  1 1  need i ntens i ve stu f f  deve l opment a n d  on­
go l n[t trc1 i n l n9 i n  order to deve l op serv i ces for these f i ve groups 
of  c I i ents.  
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2 .  Correct i onu l psrsonne l need ·tTa ! n i ng i n  the  hand l i ng of  th0  cr i m i n a l  
of fend8r, sexua l of fender ,  and i·he deve l opmenta l l y d i sab l ed of fender. 
3 .  Soc i a !  Serv i ces , Menta l Hea l th ,  and Correct i on� ! personne l need 
spec i a l  tra i n i ng regard i ng the treatment of the sexua l ch i I d  abuser 
and h i s  or her fam l l y .  
4 .  AP !  staff \'/ I  1 1  cont i nue ·to need on-go i ng tra i n i ng i n  the hand I i ng
a nd treatment of these c l  l ent groups . 
FY 82 Budget 
I . I ncreased request for commun i ty menta l hea l th funds to spec i f i ca l l y 
p rov i de serv i ces for these f i ve sub-groups . 
2 .  Request for funds to deve l op and staff  a ! 0  bed max i mum/med i um 
secu r i ty un i t  at AP [ .  
3 .  Request for a ha l f-t i me Attorney Genera l to prov i de on�s l te l ega l 
s upport serv i ces to AP I .  
J P/gc 
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Consul taut 
Office of the 
Department of  
SU□JECT: Task Force on Cr iminally 
Committed Mental Patients 
Commissioner 
Public Safety 
I have r eceived your letter of April 2 9 ,  1980 and the accompanying 
repor t by Doctor Leidig, I am attaching the Alaska State Trooper ' s
comments d ated April 23 , 1980 and the appropr iate back-up mate.:- ial . 
This was sent to Rogei.: Endell of the Ju stice Cer1ter but your letter 
seems to request such reports also be sent to you . 
I will briefly comment on Dr . Leidig I s r ecornr:ier,dations as they 
appear on pages 8 to 11 of his repor t .  
1 .  Construction may be necessary but I believe we should be very 
cautious. Inexorably , ut ilizat ion nearly ah;ays expands to f ill  
the space available , be  it highways or  hospital wings .  Of ten this 
leads to inappropriate or unnecessary use or s�1ply aggravetes the 
problem rather than alleviating it . The "analysis and proj ec tion" 
recor.1mended here thus bcccme th� n.ost :i.Jilportant elements of this 
paragraph. 
2 .  Portions of this r ecommendation hinge upon the construction suggesteJ
in #1. That eva�uation and observation as well as shor t t erm
treatment are appropriate in the Psycr.iatric Security Uni t ,  I have 
no doub t .  Longer term tr eatment should also be consid ered if new 
construction is not immed ia tely advisable . 
3 . I suppor t the treatment of women hospitalized under not guj_lty by 
r eason of mental d isease or d ef ect (NGl) or f or competency r easons 
within the general adult psychiotric ward s .  
4 . Specific p2r f.ormance contracts for those discharged to condi tional 
release status appears supportable and even imp�rative from both a 
case management and a therapeu tic perspectiv e .  
5 . The establishment of grea ter mental health cap2city within the 
correctional sys t.::m should be a h:i.gh p r iority . 
6 .  · No comment on the ecluc.:1t.ional aspects .  
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7 .  I suggest the r eview of State Statutes and current court d ecisions 
�c d one in conjunction with the Assistant Attorney General assigned 
to the Depar tment of Health an<l Social Services . 
8 .  No comment on internal procedures . 
9 .  A resource evaluation should' be und ertaken in light of the impact 
of future corrections mental health needs but I would advise the
same caution concerning constnict-ion as I did in Ill despite Dr .
Leidig ' s statement that " It was evident that the Alaska Psychiatric
Institute ' s  (API) capacity could not be stretched to accommodate
this workload need without additional resource . "
10. I strongly support legal services for APL I suspect this would 
necessarily have to come through the Attorney General ' s  Of f ice . If 
"onsite" legal services are not possible, an Anchorage-based Assistant 
Attorney General who is given very few other non-API assignments 
should be solicited for this task. 
1 2 .  No comment on the continuation of the task force .  
13 . I strongly suppor t the inclusion of  alcohol and drug services to  
these patients ,  especially the correctional offender group . 
Furthermore ,  I would like to str ongly support several statements  
embodied in the narrative beginning on page 6 of  the Leidig r eport 
under "Discussion and Recommendations . "  These are :  
1 .  The treatment o f  the cr iininally cosmitted offender can includ e 
the full spectrum of treatment options . • • considered 
appropriate for the general psychiatric patient . 
2 .  • • •  wherever possible the in-hospital treatment setting for
the criminally ccmmitted offender should be carried out in
connection with a mental health service rather than a correctional
facility.
3 .  Co-mingling of the developmentally d is�bled off ender group is 
not (advisable) . 
The Dep3rtment of Public Safety is perhaps least affected by and 
least involved in tl1is treatment situation . Nonetheles s ,  I hope our 
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As requested in your April 4 ,  1980 memorandum I have enclosed a report
on the impact or lack of impact on the closure of Atascadero State Hospi­
tal on the Alaska State Troopers .
I believe from review of Lt . Kaufman's memorandum , that the bulk of
impact will be on the API budget and their staffing problems . ... · · 
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April 21st ,  1980 
Agency Report on Criminal ly 
Committed Mental Patients 
According to Dr . Mason W. Robinson, Alaska Psychiatric Institute 
Superintendent , only six or seven Alaskan patients remain in 
Atascadero . These will  be phased back to A. P . I .  gradually over 
the next year - as the patients are mentally and physically able.  
A . P . I . ' s fourteen bed security wing is now often ful l ,  so  eventually 
they wil l  need more space, but that is not a measurable  A. S.T .  
problem. A. P. I. does have another unused wing, but needs additional 
staff. 
Anchorage Judicial Section is presently called by A . P. I .  to assist in 
approximately only one non-court transport a month. Having six to  
twelve more A . P. I .  housed patients would effect the total A. P . I .  
assist caseload only minutely. Most A. P. I .  patients medical problems 
are handled right at A. P . I .  If A. P . I. sends a patient to a hospital 
they hire American Guard and Alert . Also there is no reason private 
psychiatrists can ' t  see their A. P . I . -housed patients at A. P. I. Many 
do so now. 
The present wing at A. P .  I .  has never had an escape and has not been a 
police enforcement problem. I do not feel even the doubling of the 
bed space - from fourteen to twenty-eight - would increase the need 
for A. S.T .  assistance except for an occasional court transport. 
For certain the saving of A. S.T, time and expense transporting patients 
to Atascadero and back will  make up for any local (Anchorage) transports .  
The rest o f  the state (A. S .T. -wise) will  not b e  effected . 
Note : I n  the past  15  months AST has moved 19  pri soners to or  from 
Atascadero . 
cc : Captain H .  Tew 
Commander , C-G Detachment 
Alaska State Troopers 
WRK/tr 
02-001 A(Rev.l 0/79) 
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TO. Verner Stil lner , Di rector 
Division o f  Mental Health 
and Developmental Disabil ities FILE NO: 
TELEPHONE NO: 
FnOM :  Avrum M .  Gross  SUBJECT: Cornrncnts on the Consul tan ts 
RccoITh�endation to Task Force 
on Criminally Committed 
Mental Patients 
Attorney General 
Daniel W .  Hickey 
Chief Prosecutor 
�-By ; Dean J .  Guaneli' 
Assistant Attorney General 
Thi s  memorandum is in response to your letter to 
me of April 2 9 ,  1 9 8 0 ,  requesting corr..rnents on the consulta­
tion report prepared by Raymond Leidig ,  M . D . , concerning the 
facil ities at the Alaska Psychiatric Institute and the 
necessity for caring for criminally committed mental patients 
there . Although the immediate problem facing the task force 
is the cancel lation o f  the agreement with Atascadero S tate 
Hospital in Cali fornia for the care of dangerous criminally 
co�nitted mental patients from Alaska , Dr . Leidig ' s  report 
was helpful in pointing out that there are other groups of 
mental patients who need similar care in a secure facility . 
On the other hand , I found the report to be speculative in  
some of  its  assumptions regarding the legal system , par­
t icularly with respect to Dr . Leidig ' s  belief that there 
would be an increased utilization of the plea of not gui lty 
by reason of insanity , as of the result of establishing a 
secure psychiatric ward at API .  In general , I believe that 
the review undertaken by Dr . Leidig was somewhat ambitious 
in its scope given the time constraints he was working 
under . Nevertheless , i think his report focuses attention 
on  various aspects of the mental health system that require 
additional study and projections in terms of future needs . 
My comments regarding his  specific recommendations 
are as fol lows : 
1 . The establishment of a maxirr.um security
treatment unit at API is  of  course appropriate .  However the 
size  of that facility should be based on a realistic analysis 
on the future need of that type of faci lity and not on the 
premise that there will  automatically be an increase in the 
use of pleas of not guilty by reason of insanity . If  one 
makes that assumption , then the result would most likely be 
a facil ity that is  larger than needed , and which will 
necessarily be  used to its capa city . 
2 . 'I'he rec:ornn2ndation i.:.ha t th,� Cui.·rent sccuri ty
unit continue to hand l e  evaluation ;:'lnd shcrt- tcrm treatment  
Dppc�rs  to b e  appropri a te .  
- 4 8 -
Verner Stil lner 
Director 
f , 14 , 1 9 8 0  
Faye 2 
3 . The recommenda tion concerning the treatmen t  
of  woman appears to be appropriate .
4 .  The recommendatj on concerning the conditional 
release of mental patients requires some careful thought and 
study . I would not like to see such a system developed 
solely to reduce the institutional population or because  
such care is less expensive.  In  addition , I bel ieve that 
s tatutory author ity is  required for such a system and that 
careful consideration shoul� be given to the constitutional 
due process limitations that conditional release necessarily 
entail s .  
5 .  The recommendation for a projection of the 
need for long-term hospitalization of correctional offenders 
appears appropriate . 
6 . The recommendation for training and education 
appears appropriate . 
7 . The recom endation of  a review of the current  
statutes i s  appropriate . Many of  the concepts recom .-rnended 
by Dr . Leidig are contained in the committee substitute for 
· House Bill  2 ,  currently b�fore the legislature . However , it
is unlikely that the bill will be passed this session so
there is  time for further review to be accompli shed .
8 . The reconi.men<lation for a revie-:.·i of the rules 
an<l regulations regarding the division of mental health 
appears appropriate . 
9 .  The recommendation for a proj ection of the 
short-term needs of correctional offenders appears appro­
priate . 
1 0 .  The recommendation for on-site legal services 
is highly inappropriate . There is currently no need for 
more than part-time legal assistance and certainly no justifi­
cation for on-site counsel . 
1 1 .  The recommendation for family visitation 
appears appropriate . 
1 2 .  The reco�nendation that the task force be 
continued i s  probably not appropriate . Once the task force 
recommendations are prepared , the divis ion shot1ld undertake 
implementa t j on .  Periodic reports could be circulated to 
interested persons in the j ustice system,  but a permanent 
task force in unnecessary . 
- 49-
_ V(�rncr Stilln8r 
Director 
, ;D.y 1 4 , 1 9 8 0  
Page 3
1 3 .  The recom�endation for drug and alcohol 
treatment services is approprj_ata , assuming any such program 
can be successfully carr ied out in an institutional setting . 
I know that Charles Campbe l l ,  director of corrections , does 
not believe that such programs are successful in prisons and 
I suspect that his  rationale is equally applicable to mental 
health treatment facilitie s .  
I hope my comments have been helpful . 





Tyee of Admission 
Voluntary 
Physicians Cer t .  
Judicial 
Correctional Transfer 
E & 0 
TOTAL 
FY 1973 - FY 1980 (Proj ected) 
API ADMISSIONS BY TYPE OF ADMISSION 
FY 73 FY 74 FY 75 FY 76 FY 77 
399 456 466 353 248 
239 
42 62 100 240 85 
17 72 
157 
507 599 658 741 801 
-5 2-
FY 78 FY 7 9 FY 80 
228 212 298 
21.5 225 249 
284 202 · 158 
84 70 6l• 
217 238 212 




































































































































TOTAL ADMISSIONS TO A.P.I. 
FY 7 3  - FY 80 (Proj . )












EVALUATION AND OBSERVATION 
FY 7 3  - FY 80  (Pro j . )  








































FY 73 - FY 80 (Proj.) 
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VOLUNTARY ADMISSIONS - A.P.I. 
FY 1973 - 1980 




API ADMISSIOl�S BY TYPE OF ADMISSION 
July A�?..:.. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
Voluntary 15 25 15 31 21 32 
Physicians Cert. 21 31 8 15 19 21 
* Judicial 11 14 12 18 13 10 
Correctional Trans. . 6 5 9 6 2 7 
E & 0 16 22 21 22 21 14 
Projecte<l for FY 1980 
Total Admissions == 981 --
Voluntary = 298 
Physicians Cert. == 249 
Judicial == 158 
Corrections == 64 
E & 0 == 212 
�Includes 13 Title 12 admissions. Projection for FY 1980 == 20. 
-60-
Jan. Feb. -- Total 
35 25 199 30 
27 24 166 26 
14 13 105 16 
4 4 · 43 6 
13 12 141 21 
TOTAL 654 
API ADMISSIONS ANNUAL REPORT 03110/SO PAGE 9 
FILE NOHAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10180) 
MONTH API ADMISSION DATA 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM FY 79 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) (PCT) 
JULY l. 77 8.1 8 .1 8.1 
AUGUST 2. 105 11. l 11. l 19.2 
SE?TEMBER 3. 80 8.4 8.4 27.7 
OCTOBER 4. 81 8.6 8.6 36.2 
NOVU\3ER 5. 71 7.5 7.5 43.7 
DECE�:llER 6. 80 8.4 8.4 52.2 
J ,\NU,\RY 7. 89 9,4 9.4 61.6 
FEBRUARY 8. 66 7.0 7.0 68,5 
MARCH 9. 84 8.9 8.9 77. 4
APRIL 10. 69 7.3 7. 3 84.7 
MAY 11. 82 8.7 8.7 93.3 
JUNE 12. 63 6.7 6.7 100.0 ------ ------ ------
TOTAL 947 100.0 100.0 
VALID CASES 947 MISSING CASES 0 
API ADMISSIONS ANNUAL REPORT 03/10180 PAGE 10 
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03110/80) 
FY 79 
TYPE 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) (PCT) ( PCT) 
VOLUNTARY l. 201 21.2 21. 2 21.2 
JUDICIAL-PENDING JUD 2. 123 13.0 13.0 34.2 
OBSERVE-EVALUATE 3. 238 25.l 25.1 59.3 
CORRECTIONS TRANSFER 4. 70 7.4 7.4 66.7 
M.D. CERTIFICATE 5. 225 23.8 23.8 90.5 
TITLE 47 -- CIVIL 6. 10 l.l l.l 91. 6 
TITLE 12 -- CRIMINAL 7. 14 l.5 l.5 93.0 
INVOLUNTARY -- MINOR 8. 55 5.8 5.8 98.8 
I 
rv RETURN CONVALESCENT 9. 7 0.7 0,7 99.6 
I RETURN JUDICIAL 10. l 0.1 0.1 99.7 
UNKNOWN 12. l ·O.l 0.1 99.8 
NOT STATED 13. 2 0.2 0.2 100.0 ------ ------ ------
TOTAL 947 100.0 100.0 





AP! ADMISSIONS ANNUAL REPORT 
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10/80) 
ADMT 
ABSOLUTE 
CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ 
DAY l. 384 
NIGHT 2. 416
WEEKEND OR HOLIDAY 3. 146
NOT STATED 5. l ------
TOTAL 947· 
VALID CASES 947 MISSING CASES 
03/10/80 PAGE ll 
' 
FY 79 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM 
FREQ FREQ FREQ 
(PCT) (PCT) CPCT) 
40.5 40.5 40.5 
43.9 43.9 84.5 
15.4 15.4 99.9 
0.l 0.l 100.0 ------ ------
100.0 100.0 
0 
API ADMISSIONS ANNUAL REPORT 03✓10/80 PAGE 12 
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10✓80) 
ADMW FY 79 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ 
CATEGORY LAB�l CODE FREQ CPCT) (PCT) (PCT) 
t�ARD l l. 21 2.2 2.2 2.2 
ADOLESCENT UNIT 2. 86 9.1 9.1 11. 3 
CHILDREN'S UNIT 3. 10 l. l 1.1 12.4 
SCHRADER UNIT 4. 495 52.3 52.3 64.6 
INTENSIVE TREAT UNIT 5. 2 0.2 0. 2 64.8 
PSYCH SECURITY UNIT 6. 331 35.0 35.0 99.8 
NOT STATED 8. 2 0.2 0. 2 100.0 ------ ------ ------
TOTAL 947 100.0 100.0 
VAL.ID CASES 947 MlSSING CASES 0 
API ADMISSIONS ANNUAL REPORT 03/l0/80 PAGE 28 
F ILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03/l0/80) 
ADTYPE 
?J-:(vic.;s Av 1-!ISS1ctJ r,;Pf 
FY 79 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ (PCT) CPCT) CPCT) 
VOLUNTARY l. 140 14.8 14.8 14.8 
JUDICIAL-PENDING JUD 2. 80 8.4 8.4 23.2 
Ol3SERVE-EVALUATE 3. 83 8.8 8.8 32.0 
CORRECTIONS TRANS FER 4. 43 4.5 4.5 36.5 
M.D. CERTIFICATE 5. 120 12.7 12.7 49.2 
TITLE 47 -- CIVIL 6. 5 0.5 0.5 49.7 
� T ITLE 12 -- CRIMINAL 7. 2 0.2 0.2 49.9 
INVOLUNTARY -- M INOR 8. 18 l. 9 l.  9 51.8 
RETURN CONVALESCENT 9. 10 l.l l.l 52.9 
RETURN JUD ICIAL l O. 2 0.2 0.2 53.l
NO PREVIOUS ADMIS 12. 443 46.8 46.8 99.9
UNKNOWN 13. l O. l O.l 100.0 ------ ------ ------
TOTAL 947 100.0 100.0 
VALID CASES 947 MISSING CASES 0 
AL/\SK/\ PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE AO:-iISSIONS. 
FY 78 
TYPE OF ADMISSION 
One-quarter of API admissions were a result of a physician's 
certificate. This occurs when a patient is not capable of signing a 
voluntary admission form, or is unwilling to do so, but the physician 
determines care is required. 
Approximately one-fifth of the admissions to AP! in FY 78 were voluntary 
and another fifth of the admissions were for evaluation and observation. 
Category Label 
Return from Convalescent Leave 
Evaluation and Observation 




Return from Administrative Discharge Judicial 
Voluntary 




















· Division of Mental Health 8( Developmental Disabilities
Mental H�alth Information System 
Alaska Psychiatric Institu_te - Summary of Admissions and 9ischarges for FY77
Number of Admissions 
Number c:Jf Discharges 
Average Daily Census 
801 
823 
113. 5 (Range: 97-130) 
ANALYSIS OF ADMISSIONS: 
A. SEX: ·Male 521 (65. 0%) 
Female 280 (35. 07�) 
B. RACE: Caucasian 510 (63. 7�) 
Alaska Indian 62 ( 7.7%) 
Eskimo 135 (16.9:/,) 
Aleut 23 { 2. 9%) 
Black 36 ( 4.5%) 
Oriental (As fan) 8 ( l.0;O 
Spanish-Am 7 ( 0.9%) 
Other 20 ( 2.5%) 
Not Indicated 0 ( 0. OJ;) 
C. AGE: Under 5 0 ( o. 0:0 
5-9 3 { 0. 4%) 
10-14 27 { 3.4%) 
15-17 52 { 6. 5¾) 
18-19 71 . ( 8. 950 
20-24 188 (23.5%) 
25-34 263 {32. 8:;) 
35-44 l 04 ( 2.9%) 
. 45-54 49 ( 6. l %) 
55-64 35 ( 4.4�) 
65 + 9 .( 1. 1%) 
,, 
D. TYPE OF ADMISSION: Voluntary
Judicial/Judicial Pending 













*Included in Judicial category in past years 
-67-
Admissions b:: Type of Admission - As API re­
sponds to tl1e demands placed upon it by the 
courts, the correctional system and various legal 
agencies, the number of voluntary admissions has 
actually decreased. Voluntary admissions account 
for less than half of the admissions. This increase 
represents an extra financial burden for the Divi­
sion of l\·lental Health and Developmental Disa­
bilities since for many of these admissions there 





























FY 7 3 - 76 
Number of Voluntary 
Admissions Compared with 
800 Totx Admissions 
600 
total 
-- number of 
admissions 
� 500 
z number of -· - voluntary
admissions 
400 
300._ _________ _ 
73 74 75 _ 76
Fiscal Year 
Avprage Length of Stay - As a result of more in­
tense treatment the average length of stay is de­
creasing. As treatment methods progress and com­
munity programs are strengthened, this should 
drop even more. 
Average Length of Stay: 
Fisc�-J Number 






MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 03/10/80 PAGE 1'2 
FILE HONAME (CREATION DATE� 03✓10/80) 
REFER REFERRAL SOURCE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CE:.'JTER 
FY 79 
RELATIVE ADJUSTED CUM 
ABSOLUTE FREQ FREQ FREQ CATEGORY LABEL CODE FREQ c pen· ( PCT> (PCT) 
SEL F l. 1131 ✓ 35.7 35.7 35.7 
RELATIVES lo. 252 / 8. 0 8. 0 43. 7
FRI ENDS 11. 277 I 8.8 8.8 52.4
PUBLIC PSY HOSP 22. 103 ✓ 3.3 3.3 55.7
CHILD RESOURCE 24. l ✓ 0. 0 0.0 55.7
PRIVATE MH PRO 31. 4✓ 0. l 0. 1 55.9
I CMHC 32. 24 / 0 .8 0.8 56.6
PRIVATE PHYS 41. 420 ✓ 13.3 13.3 69.9I 
LOCAL HLTH DEPT 42. 20 I 0.6 0. 6 70.5
GENERAL HOSP 43. 15 J 0.5 0.5 71. 0
NURSING H0�1E 44. 30 " 0. 9 0. 9 71.9
ms T MENT RET 45. l ., 0. 0 o.o 72.0
VA 47. 2/ 0. l 0 .1 72.0
OTHER MED-HLTH 49. 16 ./ 0. 5 0.5 72.5
SOC SERV AGNCY 6 0. 133 ✓ 4.2 4.2 76.7
PHS 61. 54 ✓ 1. 7 l. 7 78 .5
COURT SYSTEM 70. 213 ii 6.7 6. 7 85. 2
SCHOOL 80. 181 I 5.7 5.7 90.9
AK SKILLS CNTR 81. 15 ✓ 0. 5 0.5 91. 4
CLERGY 91. 9 ,, 0. 3 0.3 n. 7
ALCOHOL RESOURCE 92. 51 0.2 0.2 91.8
voe REHAB 93. 37 ✓ 1. 2 1. 2 93.0

















3165 MISSING CASES 
031'10/80 PAGE 13 
o·. 4 0.4 93.4 
0.1 O.l 93.4 
l.8 l.8 95.3 
4.7 4.7 100.0 ------ ------
100.0 100.0 
0 
MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 03/10180 PAGE ·'• 3 
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10180) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C R  o·s ST A B U  LA T ION OF * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
REFER REFERRAL SOURCE BY RACE 
CONTROLLING FOR .. 
SEX VALUE = 1. MALE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE l OF 4
RACE 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICAUCASIA INDIAN ESKIMO ALEUT BLACK ORIENTAL SPANISH OTHER NOT 
COL PCT IN -ASIAN AMERICAN STATED 
I l.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6,I 7.I 8.I 10.I
REFER --------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r 







I 31.0 I 5.2 I 8.1 I 1.0 I 0.5 I 0.2 I 0.2 I 0.7 I 3.0 I 
I 34.2 I 20.6 I 18.9 I 12.5 I 8.3 I 16.7 I 8.3 I 50.0 I 32.4 I 
-r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------1--------1--------r
10. I 96 I 10 I 21 I 1 I 4 I O I 1 I 1 I 3 I 
I 70.1 · I 7,3 I 15.3 I 0.7 I 2.9 I 0.0 I 0:7 I . 0.7 I 2.2 I 
I 10 .0 I 9.3 I 12.0 I 3.1 I 16.7 I 0.0 I 8,3 I 16.7 I 8.1 I 
-r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------I--------r--------r
11. I 74 I 8 I 6 I . 0 I 1 I O I l I O I 0 I 
I 82.2 I 8.9 I 6.7 I 0.0 I 1.1 I 0.0 I 1.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
I 7.7 I 7.8 I 3.4 I 0.0 I 4.2 I 0.0 I 8.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
-r--------r--------I--------I--------I--------r--------1--------1--------1--------r
22. I 38 I 2 I 2 I 3 I 6 I 0 I l I 0 I 3 I 
PUBLIC PSY HOSP I 69.l I 3.6 I 3.6 I 5.5 I 10.9 I 0.0 I 1.8 I 0.0 I 5.5 I 
I 4.0 I 2.0 I 1.1 I 9.4 I 25.0 I 0.0 I 8.3 I 0.0 I 8.1 I 
-r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r
24. I 0 I 0 I 0 I l I 0 I 0 I · 0 I 0 I O I 
CHILD RESOURCE I o.o I o.o I 0.0 I 100.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I o.a I 0.0 I 0.0 I
I a.a I o.o I 0.0 I 3.1 I a .a I 0.0 I o.o I a.a I 0.0 I
-r--------r--------1--------r--------1--------1--------1--------r--------r--------1
31. I 2 I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I O I 0 I 0 I 
PRIVATE MH PRO I 66.7 I 33,3 I o. o I a.a I o.o I o. o I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
I 0.2 I 1.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
CMHC 
-r--------I--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r
32. I 6 I 2 I 4 I 0 I 0 I O I 0 I 1 I 0 I 
I 46.2 I 15.4 I 30.8 I 0.0 I 0.0 I o .o I o.o I 7.7 I o.a I
I 0.6 I 2.0 I 2.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 16.7 I 0.0 I -1--------r--------r--------r--------I-----�--1--------1--------r--------r----�---r
41. I 106 I 10 I 14 I 3 I 2 I 2 I 4 I O I 4 I 
PRIVATE PHYS I 73.l I 6. 9 I 9.7 I 2.1 I 1.4 I 1.4 I 2. 8 I 0.0 I 2.8 I 





960 102 175 32 24 6 12 6 37 

























MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 03/10/80 PAGE 44 
FILE NO NAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10/80) 




* * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
REFERRAL SOURCE 
FOR .• 
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N 
BY RACE 
0 F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
VALUE = 1. MALE 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * M * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * H * * * * * * * PAGE 2 OF
RACE 
COUNT I 
ROl� PCT ICAUCASIA INDIAN ESKIMO ALEUT BLACK ORIENTAL SPANISH OTHER NOT ROW 
COL PCT IN -ASIAN AMERICAN STATED TOTAL 
I l.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 7.I 8.I 10.I 
REFER --------r--------r--------1--------I--------1--------1--------r--------r--------1--------I 
42. I l I l I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I 2 
LOCAL HLTH DEPT I 50.0 I 50.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0,0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I O .l 
I 0.1 I 1.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0,0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I -r--------r--------r--------I--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r 
43. I 3 I 1 I 1 I O I O I 1 I O I O I O I 6 
GENERAL HOSP I 50,0 I 16.7 I 16.7 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 16.7 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.4 
I 0.3 I 1.0 I 0. 6 I 0.0 I o.o I 16.7 I o.o I . o.o· I a.a I-r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------1--------r--------r
44. I 6 I 1 I 1 I O I 1 I O I l I O I O I 10 
NURSING HOME I 60.0 I 10.0 I 10.0 I 0,0 I 10.0 I 0.0 I 10.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.7 
I 0.6 I 1.0 I 0.6 I 0.0 I 4.2 I 0.0 I 8.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I -I--------I--------I--------1--------1--------I--------r--------r--------r--------I
47. I 1 I O I O I O I 1 I O I O I O I O I 2 
VA I 5 0 . 0 I 0 • 0 I 0 • 0 I 0 • 0 I 5 0 . 0 I 0 • 0 I 0 • 0 I ·0 • 0 I 0 • 0 I 0 • 1 
I 0.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 4.2 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0,0 I 0.0 I -1--------I--------1--�-----r--------1--------r--------I--------r--------I-------- I
49. I 3 I O I O I 1 I O I O I O I O I O I 4 
OTHER MED-HLTH I 75.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 25.0 I 0.0 I 0,0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0. 3
I 0.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 3. 1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0,0 I 0.0 I-r--------r--------r--------1--------r--------1--------1--------1--------r--------1
60. I 37 I 8 I 7 I . 1 I O I O I 1 I O I 1 I 55 
SOC SERV AGHCY I 67.3 I 14.5 I ·12.7 I l.S I 0.0 I 0,0 I 1.8 I 0.0 I 1.8 I 4.1
I 3.9 I 7.8 I 4.0 I 3.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 8.3 I 0.0 I 2.7 I -1--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r 
61. I 8 I 2 I 11 I 1 I O I O I O I O I O I 22 
PHS I 36.4 I 9.1 I. 50.0 I 4.5 I 0.0 I 0,0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I l.6
I 0.8 I 2.0 I 6.3 I 3.1 I a.a I .  0.0 I o.o I o.o I o.o I-r--------r--------1--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------1
70. I 95 I 18 I 35 I 7 I O I 2 I O I O I 4 I 161 
COURT SYSTEM I 59,0 I ll.2 I 21.7 I 4,3 I 0,0 I 1.2 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 2.5 I ll.9
I 9.9 I 17.6 I 20.0 I 21.9 I 0.0 I 33.3 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 10.8 I 
-I�-------r--------r--------r--------r--------1--------1--------r--------1--------r
COLUMN 960 102 175 32 . 24 6 12 6 37 1354 







MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 03.110.180 PAGE 45 
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10/SO) 
* * * * * * 
REFER 
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
REFERRAL SOURCE 





VALUE = l. MALE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE 3 OF 4 
RACE 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICAUCASIA I NDIAN ESKIMO ALEUT BLACK ORI ENTAL SPANI SH OTHER HOT 
COL·PCT I N  -ASI AN AMERICAN STATED 
I l. I 2. I 3. I 4. I 5. I 6.I 7. I 8 . I 10. I 
REFER --------I --------I--------I --------I --------I --------I--------I --------I --------I --------I
SO. I 88 I 5 I 8 I 4 I 3 I O I O I O I 5 I 
SCHOOL I 77. 9 I 4. 4 I 7. 1 I 3,5 I 2. 7 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 4. 4 I
I 9. 2 I 4.9 I 4. 6 I 12.5 I 12.5 I 0.0 I a.a I o.o I 13.5 I-r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r
81. I 4 I l I 5 I O I O I O I O I O I O I 
AK SKI LLS CNTR I 40. 0 I 10. 0 I so.a I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I
I 0. 4 I 1. 0 I 2.9 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I-r--------I--------r--------r--------r--------r--------1--------r--------I--------1
91. I 3 I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I 
CLERGY I 100. 0 I 0,0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I
I 0,3 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0,0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I-1--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------1--------1--------I
92. I 2 I O I O I 1 I O I O I O I . 0 I O I 
ALCOHOL RESOURCE I 66,7 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 33.3 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I
I 0. 2 I 0,0 I 0,0 I 3. 1 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0,0 I-I--------r--------r--------1--------1--------1--------r--------1--------r--------1
93. I 12 I l I 2 I O I 2 I O I l I O I O I 
voe REHAB I 66.7 I 5. 6 I 11. l I o.o I 11. l I 0. 0 I 5. 6 I o.o I 0.0 I 
I 1. 3 I 1. 0 I 1. 1 I 0.0 I 8. 3 I 0.0 I 8. 3 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I-1--------1--------r--------1--------1--------1--------r--------r--------r--------I
95. I 3 I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I 
SENIOR CITI ZEN I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0,0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I
I 0.3 I a.a I o .o I o.o I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I o.o I 0.0 I o.o I-1--------1--------r--------1--------I--------r--------I--------I--------1--------1
96. I 1 I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I 
EMPLOYER I 100. 0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0,0 I O. D I 0,0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 
I 0.1 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0,0 · I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I-1--------1--------1--------1--------I--------r--------I--------r--------r--------I
99. I 12 I 3 I 4 I 2 I O ! .0 I O I O I 2 I 
OTHER I 52. 2 I 13. 0 I 17. 4 I 8.7 I 0. 0 I 0. 0. I 0. 0 I 0,0 I '  8. 7 I
I l. 3 I ·  2.9 I 2.3 I 6. 3 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 0. 0 I 5. 4 I
-I --------I --------I--------r--------I --------I --------I--------1--------I--------I
COLUMN 960 102 175 32 24 6 12 6 37 
TOTAL 70. 9 7. 5 12. 9 2,4 1. 8 0. 4 0. 9 0.4 2. 7





















MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 03/10/80 PAGE 46 
FILE NONAM E (CREATION DATE = 03/10/80 ) 
* * ;I( * * * 
RE FER  
CONTROL LING 
S EX 
*·· * * li * * 
* * * � * * * * * * * * 
REF ERRAL SOURCE 
FOR . .
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BY RACE 
VALUE = l. MALE 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE 4 OF
RACE 
COUNT I 
ROl� PCT ICAUCASIA INDIAN ESKIMO · ALEUT BLACK ORI ENTAL SPANISH OTHER NOT ROW 
COL PCT IN -ASIAN AM ERICAN STATED TOTAL 
I l.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 7 .I 8.I 10.I 
R EF ER --------r--------I--------r--------I--------r--------I--------r--------1--------1--------1 
100 . I 31 I 7 I 21 I 3 I 2 I O I l I l I 3 I 6 9  
UNKNOWN I 44.9 I 10.l I 30.4 I 4 . 3  I 2.9 I 0 ,0 I 1 .4 I . l.4 I 4 .3 I 5.1 






COLUMN 960 . 102 175 32 24 6 12 6 37 1354 






MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 03/10/80 PAGE 47 � 
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10/S O)  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C R O S S T A B U l A T I O N O F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
REFER REFERRAL SOURCE BY RACE 
CONTRO L LING FOR .. 
S EX VALUE = 2. FEMALE 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE 1 O F  3
RACE
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICAUCASIA INDIAN ESKIMO ALEUT BLACK ORIENTAL SPANISH OTHER NOT ROW 
CO L PCT IN -ASIAN AMERICAN STATED TOTAL 
I l.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5.I 6.I 7.I 8.I 10.I 
REFER --------r--------I--------I--------I--------r--------I--------1--------I--------I--------I 
1. I 579 I 53 I 42 I 11 I 6 I 5 I 6 I 3 I 10 I - 715 
SELF I 81.0 I 7.4 I 5.9 I 1.5 I 0.8 I 0.7 I 0 . 8 I 0.4 I 1 . 4 I 40.2 
I 43.2 I 37.3 I 24.6 I 23.9 I 23.l I 45.5 I 40,0 I 37.5 I 45.5 I
-r--------1--------r--------r--------r--------1--------1--------1--------r--------r
10. I 91 I 9 I 6 I 0 I 2 I 0 I 0 I l I 2 I 111 
RELATIVES I 82.0 I 8.1 I 5.4 I 0.0 I 1.8 I 0.0 I · 0.0 I 0.9 I 1.8 I 6.2 
I 6.3 I 6.3 I 3 . 5 I 0.0 I 7.7 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 12.5 I 9.1 I 
-r--------r--------r--------r --------r--------1--------1--------1------�- 1--------r
11. I 152 I 9 I 11 I 7 I l I l I 0 I l I 4 I 186 
FRIENDS I 81.7 I 4.8 I 5.9 I 3.8 I 0.5 I 0.5 I 0.0 I 0.5 I 2.2 I 10.4 
I 11.4 I 6.3 I 6.4 I 15.2 I 3.8 I 9.1 I 0,0 I 12.5 I 13.2 I 
-r--------r--------1--------1--------r--------1--------1--------1-�------r--------r
22. I 32 I 4 I 5 I 2 I 2 I O I O I O I 2 I 47 
PUBLIC PSY HO SP I 68.l I 8.5 I 10.6 I 4.3 I 4.3 I 0.0 I 0 , 0  I 0.0 I 4.3 I 2.6 
I . 2.4 I 2.8 I 2.9 I 4.3 I 7.7 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 9.1 I 
-r --------r--------r --------1--------r--------1--------r --------1--------1--------r
31. I l I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I 1 
PRIVATE MH PRO I 100.0 I 0.0 I 0 . 0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.1 
I 0.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
-r--------1--------r--------r--------r--------1 --------1--------1--------r--------1
32. I 4 I l I 4 I O I l I O I O I 1 I O I l l  
CMHC I 36.4 I 9.1 I 36.4 I 0.0 I 9.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 9.1 I 0.0 I 0.6 
I 0.3 I 0.7 I 2.3 I 0.0 I 3.8 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 12.5 I 0 , 0  I 
-r-------- r--------r--------r--------r--------1--------1--------I--------r--------r
41. I 214 I 22 I 16 I 12 I 5 I l I 4 I 0 I 0 I 274 
PRIVATE PHYS I 73 . l I 8 . 0 I 5 . 8 I 4.4 I 1.3 I 0.4 I 1.5 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 15.4 
I 16 . 0 I 15.5 I 9 . 4 I 26.l I 19.2 I 9. 1 I 26.7 I 0.0 I 0.0 I
-r--------r--------r--------r--------r--------1--------1--------1--------r--------1
42. I 5 I 1 1  I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I l I 0 I 0 I 18 
LOCAL HLTH DEPT I 27.S I 6 1.l  I 5.6 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 5.6 I a.a I 0.0 I 1.0 
I 0.4 I 7.7 I 0.6 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 6 , 7  I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
-r--------r--------r-------- r--------r--------r --------r--------r--------r--------1
COLUMN 1339 142 171 46 26 ll 15 8 22 1780 






M ENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 03/10/80 PAGE 48 
FILE NONAME (CREATION DATE = 031 1 0/S O )  
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
REFER REFERRAL SOURCE BY RACE 
CONTROLLING FOR . .  
SEX VALUE = 2. FEMALE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE 2 OF 3
RACE 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICAUCASIA INDIAN ESK IMO ALEUT BLACK ORIENTAL SPAN I SH OTHER NOT ROW 
COL PCT IN -ASIAN AMERICAN STATED TOTAL 
I I.I 2.I 3.I 4.I 5 .I 6.I 7.I 8 .I 1 0. I  
REFER --------I--------1-------- I--------I--------I--------I-------- I--------I--------I-------- I 
43 . I 3 I l I 4 I l I O I O I O I O I O I 9 
GENERAL HOSP I 33.3 I 11.l I 44 .4 I 11.l I . 0.0  I 0. 0  I 0 , 0  I 0 . 0  I 0. 0  I 0.5 
I 0 .2 I 0.7 I 2.3 I 2.2 I 0.0  I 0 .0 I 0. 0  I 0.0  I 0 . 0  I -I--------I--------I-------- I--------1-------- I--------I--------I--------r-------- r
44 . I 1 6  I l I ·2 I 0 I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 2 0  
NURSING HOME I 8 0 . 0 I 5. 0 I 1 0. 0  I 0.0  I 5.0 I 0.0  I 0.0  I 0.0  I 0.0  I l . l
I 1 .2 I 0.7 I 1.2 I 0. 0 I 3.8 I 0 . 0  I 0.0  I · 0 .0 I 0.0  I -1-------- 1-------- 1--------1--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I--------I 
45 . I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I l I l 
INST MENT RET I 0.0  I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0  I 0.0  I 0 . 0 I 0. 0  I 0.0  I 0 . 0 I 1 0 0. 0  I 0 . l
I 0.0  I 0. 0  I 0 .0 I 0. 0  I C .0 I 0.0  I · 0.0  I 0.0  I 4.5 I -r--------r-------- r--------r-------- 1-------- 1--------1--------I--------I--------r 
4 9. I 3 I 5 I 4 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 12 
OTHER MED-HLTH I 25.0 I 41.7 I 3 3 . 3  I 0. 0  I 0 . 0  I 0 .0 I 0 .0 I 0.0  I 0 .0 I 0 . 7
I 0.< I 3 , 5  I 2.3 I 0. 0  I 0.0  I 0.0  I 0. 0 I 0.0  I 0.0  I - 1--------I--------1--------1--------r--------r--------I--------r--------r--------r 
6 0 . I 51 I 4 I 11 I 4 I 2 I 3 . I 0 I 2 I 0 I 77 
SOC SERV AGNCY I 6 6.2 I 5.2 I 14.3 I 5.2 I 2.6 I 3.9 I 0.0  I 2.6 I 0. 0  I 4.3 
I 3 . S  I 2.8 I 6 .4 I 8 .7 I 7.7 I 27.3 I 0.0  I 25.0 I 0 .0 I -r-------- I-------- r-------- 1-------- 1--------I--------I--------r--------r--------r 
61. I 12 I 9 I 7 I 0 I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I 2 I 31 
P HS I 38.7 I 2 9. 0  I 22.6 I 0 . 0  I 3.2 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0  I 0. 0  I 6.5 I 1.7 
I 0.9  I ·  6.3 I 4 .1 I 0 . 0  I 3.8 I 0 .0 I 0.0  I 0 .0 I 9 .1 I - I--------1-------- 1 -------r--------r-------- r-------- r-------- 1--------1--------r 
7 0 . I 3 0  I 3 I 17 I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 51 
COURT SYSTEM I 58.S I 5.9 I 33.3 I 2 . 0  I 0.0  I 0 , 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 . 0 I 0. 0  I 2 , 9  
I 2.2 I 2.1 I 9.9 I 2.2 I o.o I o.o I a.a I 0.0  I o.o I -I--------r-------- I--------I--------I--------r--------r--------I------�-r--------I 
8 0. I 49 I 3 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 0 I l I 0 I 0 I 65 
SCHOOL I 75.4 I 4 .6 I 7.7 I 6.2 I 4.6 I 0 . 0 I 1 . 5  I 0 .0 I 0 .0 I 3.7 
I 3.7 I 2.1 I 2.9 I 3.7 I 11.5 I 0.0  I 6 .7 I 0.0  I 0.0  I -I--------I--------I--------r--------r--------r--------I--------I--------I--------I 
COLUMN 1339 142 171 46 26 11 15 8 22 173 0 






MENTAL HEALTH  INFORMAT I ON SYSTEM-CMHC 0 3/1 0/30  P AGE 4 9  
F I L E  NONA:1E ( C REAT I ON DATE = 0 3/1 0 /80 ) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
REFER REFERRAL S OURCE BY RACE 
CONTR O L L ING FOR . .
S EX I VALUE = 2.  FEMALE 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE 3 O F  3
RACE
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICAUCAS I A  INDIAN ESKIMO ALEUT B L ACK OR IENTAL SPANISH  OTHER HOT ROW 
COL PCT  I N  -AS I AN AMERI C AN STATED TOTAL 
I l . I  2 . I  3 . I 4. I 5. I 6.I 7. I 8. I 1 0 . I 
REFER --------r--------1 --------1--------r--------I -------- I--------I --------I --------r --------I
8 1 .  I 3 I 0 I l I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 5 
AK S K I L L S  CNTR I 60 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 2 0 . 0 I 2 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 3
I 0 . 2 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 6 I 2 . 2  I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 
-r --------r --------r --------r------ --1--------1 --------1--------I -----�--r--------r
91 . I 5 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 5 
CLERGY I 10 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0.0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 3
I 0 . 4 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 
-r --------r --------r --------r--------r --------r--------1 --------r -------r--------r
9 2 . I 0 I . 0 I l I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 2 
A L COHOL RESOURCE I 0.0 I 0 . 0 I 50. 0 I 50. 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I a.a I 0 . 0 I 0 . 1
I 0 . 0 I a.a I 0 .6 I 2 . 2 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I o.o I
-r------ --r ----- ---r ------- -r--------r--------r --------r --------r --------I --------r
93. I 1 4  I 3 I 2 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 9
voe REHAB I 73.7 I 15.6  I 10 . 5 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I o .o · I 0 . 0 I 1 . 1
I 1 . 0 I 2 . 1 I 1 . 2 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 
-1--------r --------r--------1 --------1--------I --------I --------r--------I --------I
95. I 6 I O I O I O I O I O I O I O I l I 7 
SEN I OR C IT IZEN I 85. 7 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 1 4 . 3 I 0 . 4  
I 0 . 4 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0  I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0  I 0 . 0  I 0 . 0 I 4 . 5  I 
-r --------1 --------1--------1 -------- r --------r--------r--------r--------r--------r
96. I l I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 . I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I l 
EMPL OYER I 1 0 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0  I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 , l
I 0 . l I 0 . 0 I o . o  I 0 . 0 I o.o I a.a I 0 . 0 I o.o I o. o I
-r --------r --------I --------I --------r--------r--------r --------r-------- r--------I
99. I 26 I l I 4 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 3 I 0 I 0 I 34 
OTHER I 76. 5 I 2.9 I 11 . 8 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 8. 8 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 1. 9
I 1 . 9 I 0 . 7 I 2 . 3 I 0 . 0 I o.n I · 0 . 0 I 2 0 .0 I 0 .0 I o.o I
-r --------r--------r--------r --------r --------r --------r -------- r --------r--------r
10 0 . I 42  I 3 I 28  I 2 I 2 I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 78 
UNKNOWN I 53. 8 I 3 . 8  I 35.9 I 2 . 6 I 2 . 6  I 1 . 3 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 4 . 4  
I 3.1 I 2 . 1 I 1 6. 4 I 4 . 3  I 7 . 7 I 9. 1 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 0 . 0 I 
-I--------r --------r--------r --------r--------r --------r--------r --------r--------I
COLUMN 1 339 1 4 2  171 46 26  11 1 5  6 22 1 78 0  





MENTAL H EALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 
FILE NONAM E (CREATION DATE = 03/10/30) 
03/10/80 PAGE 50 
* * * * * * 
R EFER
* * * * * * * * * * * * 
REF ERRAL SOURCE
C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BY RAC E 
CONTROL LING
SEX
* * * * * i( 
FOR . .
VALU E = 4 .  NOT STATED 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE l OF 
RAC E 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICAUCASIA INDIAN ESKIMO NOT ROW 
COL PCT I N  STATED TOTAL 
I l.I 2.I 3.I 10.I 
REFER -------- r--------I--------r--------r--------r 
1. I 4 I l I 4 I 2 I 1 1  
SELF I 3 6.4 I 9.1 I 36.4 I lS.2 I 35.5
I 36.4 I 50.0 I 33.3 I 33.3 I-I--------r--------I-------- r--------I
10. I 2 I 1 I · o I 1 I 4 
RELATIVES I 5 0 . 0 I 25.0 I 0.0 I 25.0 I 12.9
I lS.2 I 5 0.0 I 0.0 I 1 6.7 I -r--------I--------r-------- r--------I 
11. I l I O I O I O I l 
FRIENDS I 100. 0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 3.2
I 9.1  I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I -I--------I--------r--------r-------- 1 
22. I O I O I O I l I l 
PUBLIC PSY HOSP I 0.0 I 0 .0 I 0.0 I 1 0 0. 0 I 3.2 
I O .-:J I O • 0 I O • 0 I 1 6  • 7 I-I--------1--------I--------r--------r
4 1 . I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 I l 
PRIVATE  PHYS I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0. 0 I 10 0 . 0  I 3.2
I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 16.7 I-I--------I--------r--------I--------I 
60. I O I O I l I O I 1 
soc  S ERV AGNCY I 0.0 I a.a  I 1 0 0.0  I 0.0  I 3.2
I 0.0 I a.a I 8 . 3  I 0 . 0  I - r--------r--------r--------I--------I
6 1. I O I O I l I O I l 
PHS I 0. 0 I 0.0 I 1 0 0.0  I 0.0 I 3.2
I 0.0 I 0 . 0  I 8 . 3  I 0.0 I -I--------I--------r--------I--------I
70. I l I O I · 0 I O I l 
COURT SYSTEM I 100.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 3.2 
I 9.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I -I-------- I--------I--------r-------- I  
COLUMN 1 1  2 12 6 31  
TOTAL 35.S 6,5 38.7 19.4 100.0 
(CONTINUED) 
2 
MENTAL HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEM-CMHC 
FIL E NONAME (CREATION DATE = 03/10180) 
03/10/80 PAGE 51 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * C R O S S T A B U L A T I O N O F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
REFER REFERRAL SOURCE BY RACE 
CONTROLLING FOR . .  
SEX VALUE = 4 .  NOT STATED 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * PAGE 2 O F 2
RACE 
COUNT I 
ROW PCT ICAUCASIA INDIAN ESKtMO HOT ROW 
C O L  PCT IN STATED TOTAL 
I l.I 2.I 3.I 10.I
RE�ER --. -----I-------- I--------I--------I-------- I 
80. I O I O I 3 I O I 3 
SCHOOL I 0.0 I 0.0 I 100 . 0  I 0.0 I 9 .7 
I a . a I 0.0 I 25 . 0 I o . o  I
-r--------1--------r--------r--------1
91. I 1 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1 
CLERGY I 100 . 0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0 . 0 I 3.2 
I 9.1 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
-r--------r--------r--------r-------- r
95. I 2 I O I O I O I 2 
� SENI OR  CITIZEN I 100 . 0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 6 . 5  
'° I 18 . 2  I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 
1 -r--------r--------r--------r--------r
99. I O I O I O I 1 I 1 
OTHER I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 100.0 I 3.2 
I 0.0 I 0.0 I 0.0 I 16.7 I 
-r--------r------�-r--------r--------r
100. I O I O I 3 I O I 3 
UNKNOWN I 0 . 0 I 0.0 I 100.0 I 0.0 I 9.7 
I 0.0 I 0.0 I 25 . 0  I 0.0 I -I--------1--------I--------I--------I 
COLUMN 11  2 12 6 31 










ATASCADERO STATE HOSPITAL 
Summary of Admissions and Discharges 
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APPENDIX D 
Alaska Mental S tatus S tatutes 
- 82-
§ 12/15.070 ALASKA STATUTES § 1 2.'15.083
Sec. 1 2.,tG.0S:L l\1cnlal disease or defect C:'\tluding rrsponsihili ly. 
(a) A pcri-on is not rcspom�iblc for crimina! co1duct if at the time 
3G 
- fl 3-
§ 12.45.085 CODE OF CIUMINAL PROCEDURE § 12.'15.087
of the conduct, as a result of mental disease or defect, he lacks sub­
stantial capacity either to app1·cciatc the wrongfulness of his con­
duct or to conform his conduct to the requirements of law. 
(b) Reliance on mental disease or defect as excluding responsi­
bility is an affirmative defense. The burden of proof beyond a rea­
sonable doubt does not require the prosecution to clispro,·e an af­
firmative defense unless and untiJ there· is evidcnc2 supporting the 
defense. The requirement of evidence supporting- the afi1rmative de­
fense is not satisfied solely by evidei1ce of an abnormality which is 
manifested only by repeated criminal or otherwise antisocial con­
duct. 
(c) If the defendant is acquitted on the ground of mental dis­
ease or defect excluding responsibility, the verdict and the judg-
ment shall so state. 
(d) When a person offers a defense based on mental disease or
defect excluding responsibility for his criminal conduct, he may 
waive a jury trial without the consent of the state. (§ 1 ch 119 SLA 
1972) 
Re\"isor's note (1!>72). -- AS 12.45.-
083, 12.45.085, 12..15.087, and 12.45.-
100 (a)  nrc based on provisions in 
Article ,1 of the :.\Iodcl Penal Code of 
the American Law Institute. 
Editor's note. - Section 7, ch. 119, 
SLA 1972, pro\'icl.:s: "In sec. 1 of this 
Act, AS 12.45.085 has the effect of 
changing Ruic 12 (b) ,  Rules of Crimi-
nal Procedure, in that it acids to the 
defenses which must be rnised before 
trial, ancl AS 12..J5.083 ( cl ) changes 
Ruic 23 (a)  of the Rulr.s of Criminal 
Procedure in th:\t the defendant may, 
without the consent of thc state, waive 
a jmy trial if his defense is based on 
mental disease or defect excluding 
responsibility." 
Sec. 12.45.0S5. Evidence of mental disease or defect. Evidence 
that the clef endant suffered from a mental disease or defect is ad­
missible whenever it is relevant to prove that the defendant did or 
did not have a state of m ind which is an element of the offense. 
However, evidence of mental disease or defect excluding respon­
sibility is not admissible unless the defendant, at the time of en­
tering his pica of not guilty or ,vithin 10 clays the1·eafter or at such 
later time as the court may for good cause pcnnit, files a written 
notice of his intent to rely on that defense._ ( §  1 ch 119 SL..:\ 1972) 
Edi tor's notc.-Section 7, ch. 119, 
SLA 1972, provides: "In sec. 1 of this 
·Act, AS 12.-15.0S5 has the effect of
changing Ruic 12(b) , Rules of Crimi-
11al Procedure, in th:1t it ndds to the
d efenses which mu:::t be raised before
trial, and AS 12.'15.083 ( d )  changes
Rule 23(:i) of the Rules of Criminal 
Procedure in that the defendant may, 
without the comcnt of the stnte, waive 
a jury tri:11 if his defense is b:ised on 
mental disease or defect excluding 
responsibility." 
Sec. 12A5.0S7. Psychiatric cxaminn(ion. (a) If a defendant has 
filed :i. notice of intention to rely on the defense o f  mental disease 
or defect excluding 1·espo11sibility, or there is reason to cloubt his 
fitness to proceed, or there is reason to Ldieve that mental cli:;ease 
or clefcct of the clefcntbnl will othe1:wisc become an issue in the 
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cause, the court shall appoint at least one qualified psychiatrist or 
shall request the superintendent of the Alaska Psychiatric Insti­
tµte to designate at least one qnal i ficcl psychialri::;t, which designa­
tion may be or include himself, to examine and report upon the 
mental condition of the defenclant. The court may orcler the defen­
dant to be committed to a hospital or other suitable facility for 
the puq1ose of the exai:nination for not more th:m GO days or such 
longer period as the court determines to be necessary for the pur­
pose and may direct that a qualified psychiatrist retained by the 
defendant be permitted to witness and participate in the examina­
tion. 
(b) In an examination under (a) of this section, :rny method
may be employed which is accepted by the medical profe3sion for 
the examination of those alleged to be suffering from mental dis­
ease or defect. 
(c) The report of an examination under (a) of this section shall
include the following: 
(1) a clescription of the nature of the examination ;
(2) a diagnosis of the mental condition of the clefcndant ;
(3) · if the defendant suffers from a mental disease or defect, an
opinion as to his capacity to understand the proceedings against 
him and to assist in his own defense ; 
( 4) if a notice of intention to rely on the defense of irre�ponsi­
bility has been filed, an opinion as to the extent, if any, to which 
the capacity of the defendant to appreciate the wrongful;iess of 
his conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements of law 
was impaired at .the time of the criminal conduct charged ; and 
(5) 1f directed by ·the cotirt, an opinion as to the capacity of the
defendant to have a particular state of mind which i s  an clement 
of the offense charged. 
(d) If the examination uncler (a} of this section cannot be _con­
ducted by reason of the unwillingness of the defendant to partici­
pate in it, the report shall so state and shall include, if possible, an
opinion as to whether the unwill ingness of the defendant was the 
result of mental disease or defect. 
(e) The report of the examination under (n) of this �ection shall
be filecl with the clerk of the court, who shall cause copies to be 
delivered to the district attorney and to counsel for the defendant. 
{ § 1 ch 119 SLA 1972)
Sec. 12.45.090. Commitment a.ftcr judgment of not guilty. If the
jury finds the clefcnclant not guilty on the ground of mental disease 
or defect ancl the court considers his being at large clangcrous to 
the public peace or safety, the court shall order him to be com- 1 
mittecl to an institution authorized bv the commissioner of health • J 
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ancl social services to receive that person, and held in custody un­
til the disease is cured or the defect corrected or he is otherwise 
discharged from the institution by authority of law. (§ G.10 ch 31 
SLA 1962 ; am § 6 ch 10:! SLA 1971 ; nm § 2 ch 1 19 SLA 1972) 
Effect of amendments. - 'fhe 1971 
a m  e n d m c n t substituted "com mis- · 
sioner of health nncl social services" 
for "commissioner of health ond wel­
fare." 
The l!l72 amendment substituted 
"mental disease or defect" for "in­
sanity," substituted "the disease is. 
cured or the defect corrected" for "he 
becomes sane," inserted "he" preced­
ing "is otherwise discharged," and 
substituted "from the institution" for 
"therefrom." 
Am. Jur., ALR and C.J.S. refer­
enccs.-1'1 Am. Jur., Criminal Law, 
§§ 32 to •17 ;  28 Am. Jur., Insane and 
Other IncompC:tent Persons, § 1 et 
seq.; 53 Am. Jur., Trial, §§ •17 lo 52. 
Test of present insanity which will 
prevent trial for crime or punishment 
after conviction, 3 ALR 94. 
Remedy of one convicted of crime 
while insane, 1 0  ALR 21:l;  121 ALR 
267. 
Constitutiondity of statutes rdat­
ing to determination of plea of in­
sanity in criminal case, G7 ALR 1'151. 
:lfanner of raisinf: question of pres­
ent insanity precluding trial of ac• 
cuse!l, 142 ALR 976. 
22 C .. J.S. Criminril Law §§ 5G to 6-1, 
170; 23 C.J.S. Criminal Low § 9,10. 
Sec. 12..-15.100. Determination of mental disease or defect dur-
ing trial or probation. (a) No person who as a result of mental dis­
ease or defect lacks capacity to unclc:r:stnnd the proceeding.:; against 
him or to assist in his own defense may be tried, convicteu or sen­
tenced for the commission of an 6ff ense so long as the incapacity 
endures. 
(b) When, after arrest and before the imposition of sentence or
before the expiration of any period of probation, i.he attorney gen­
eral, the district attorney, or the attorney for the accused has rea­
sonable cause to believe that a person charged with an offens� may_ 
be presently suffering mental disease or defect or is otherwise so 
mentally incompetent _that he is unable to understand the proceed­
ings ·against him or properly to assist in his own defense, he may 
file a motion for a judicial determination of the mental competency 
of the accused. Upon that motion or upon a similar motion in behalf 
of the accused, or upon its own. motion, the court shall have the ac­
cused, whether or not previously admitted to bail, examined as to 
his mental condition by at least one qualified psychiatrist, who shall 
report to the court. For the purpose of the examination the court 
may be submitted, including that of the reporting psychiatrist, and 
court may determine to a suitable hospital or other facility to be 
designated by the court. If ·the report of the psychiatrist indicates 
a state of present mental disease or defect or of other mental in­
competency in the accusecl, the court shall hold a hearing, upon clue 
notice, at which cvidcrn:e as to the mental condit ion of the accused 
may be submitted, including that of the reporting psychia frist, and 
make a fincling- with rcs11ect to his ;i1ental conclition. 1'0 statement 
m ade Ly the nccm;ecl in the course of an examination into his men­
tal competency provided for by this section, \\'hetl1er th� cxnmina-
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t·ion i s  with or  without the consent of the accused, may be  admitted 
in eviclcllce against the accused on the issue of gui lt  in a criminal 
proceeding. A finding by the judge that the accused is mentally 
competent to stand trial i n  no way prejudices the accused in a de­
fense based on mental disease or def cct excluding- responsibility ; 
the finding may not be introduced in eYidence on that issue or 
otherwise b e  brought to the notice of the jury . . (§  6.11 ch 34 SLA 
1962 ; am § 3 ch 119 SLA' Hl72) 
Elfect of amendment. - The 1972 
amendment designated the former sec­
tion as subsection (b) and added sub­
section (a) .  In subsection (b) ,  the 
amendment substituted "suffering 
mental disease or defect" for "insane" 
in the first sentence, inserted "is" 
preceding "otherwise so mentally in­
competent" in that sentence, substi­
tuted "mental disease or defect" for 
''insanity" in the fourth sentence, in­
serted "other" preceding "mental in­
cornpetcrn;y" in th:-.t sentence, deleted 
"sanity or" preceding "ment:11 com­
petency" in the fifth sentence, and 
substituted "defense Lnsed on mental 
disease or defect excluding responsi­
bility" for "pica of insanity as a de­
fense to the crime charged" in tr.e 
sixth sentence. 
Common law.-It was the rule nt 
com mun law that an accused shoulcl 
not be subjected to a criminal trial if 
he is in such a mental condition that 
he is unable to understand the pro­
ceedings against hirn 01 to properly 
assist in his own defense. Oosel v. 
Stute, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 280 (File 
No. 32 ) .  398 P.2d 651 t 1965 ) .  
This section is pnttcrncd after J 8 
U.S.C. § 42-1-1. Oosel v. State, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No 280 ( File No. 32), 398 
P.2d G51 t 19G5) .
This· section is  clcnr enoui;h. Thes­
sen v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 555 
(File No. 8!JS), 45-1 P.2d 341 (19G!J ) .  
ALR reference. - Investigation of 
present insnnity to detennine whether 
accused should be put, or continued, 
on trial, 142 .ALR 961. 
Sec. 12.'15.1 1 0. Commitment on finding of insanity. (a) When
the trial court determines, in  accordance "\\1ith § 100 of this chap­
ter, that an accusi;:d 1s or was so mentally incompetent that he is 
unable to understand· the proceedings against him or properly 
to assist in his own defense, the court may commit the accused to 
the custody of the commissioner of health and social services or h is 
authorized representative until the accused is mentally competent 
to stand trial, or until the pending charges against him are dis­
posed of according to law. The accusec.1 is not subject to expenses 
of hospitalization and transportation incurred as a result of his 
commitment under this section and the liabi l i ty for payment in AS 
47.30.270 does not apply to commitments under this section. 
(b) The commi tting court in its commitment order shall re­
quire the commissiu11cr or his authorized representative to sub­
mit periodic written reports upon lhe mental coridition of an ac­
cused person who is committed under (a) of this section. ( §  G.12 
ch 3'1 SLA 1%2 ; am § 1 ch 43 SLA 19GG ; am § G ch 1°'1 SLA 
1971) 
J�ffcct of amendments. - The l!JGG 
nme1nl:nc11t cles:g11:1tc<l the former 
section :is subsection (a ) .  added the 
hst sentence of such subsedion, ar.d 
ndcled subsection (b) .  
The l!J71  amendment sub;;tilutC'd 
"conun issi1111er of l1calth :incl soci:tl 
se1 vices'' for "cmnmi�sionl', of health 
and welfan/' in the first sentence of 
subsectiun (a) .  
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A defendant  committed pursuaul lo 
this scct iou is s t i ll char�cd with n 
crime. 19G3 Op. Atl'y Gen., No. 21 .  
Ami only the cl<: lcrmination of ni.'I 
guilt or i11nocc11cc is postpont>d until 
he is competent to stand trial. l!JG3 
Op. Att'y Gen., No. 2 1 .  
Property o f  :iccusc.l.-Commitmcnt 
pursuant to this section docs not de­
prive an accused of the management 
of his property nor make the commis­
sioner of health and social services 
the guardian of the accused's prop­
erty. l!JG3 O p. Att'y Gen., No. 21 .  
The commissioner of  health am! 
social services is not responsible for 
the property of one charrred with a 
crime who has been determine<l to be 
insane or mentally inr.ompetcnt be­
fore trbl. l !lG:3 Op. Att'y Gen., No. 21. 
Procedures under this section nnd 
AS  20.0:i.0!l0 distinr:11ishcd. - While 
the proc:cdurc in this section i3 avail­
able i n  �ny trial court, the proceeding 
outlined in AS 20.05.090 can only be 
performed in tr.e superior court. l!l63 
Op. Att'y Gen., No. 21. 
Commitnu:nt of an insane person 
pursuant to this section is a separate 
proceeding from th1? appointment of a 
gu:inlian of an insane person under 
AS 20.05.0!J0. 19G3 Op. Att'y Gen., No. 
21. 
C.J.S. refrrences.-22 C.J.S. Crim­
inal Law § 170; 23 C.J.S. Criminal 
Law § 9,10. 
Sec. 12.45.1 15. Oetcrmination of sanity after rcli!ase from com­
mitment. (a )  When, in the medical judgment- of tbe custodian of 
an accused person committed under § l l 0 (a )  of this chapter, the 
accused is considered to be mentally competent to stand trial, the 
committing court �hall hold a hearing, after clue notice, as soon. 
as conveniently pussible after release of the accused from custody. 
At the hearing, evidence as to the mental condition of the accused 
may be submitted including reports by the custodian to whom the 
accused was committed for care. 
(b) If at the hearing the court determines that the accused is
presently mentally competent to understand the nature of the pro­
ceedings against h im or to assist in his own defense, appropriate 
criminal proceedings shall be commenced against the accused. 
(c) If at the hearing the court determines that the accused is
still presently mentally incompetent, the court shall. recommit the 
accused as provided in § 110 (a) of this chapter. 
(d) A finding by the court that the accused is mentally compe­
tent to stand trial in no way prejudices the accused in a defense 
based on mental disease or defect excluding responsibility. This 
finding may not be introduced in evidence on thnt issue or other­
\vise be brought to the notice of the jury. {§ 2 ch 43 SLA 19GG ; am 
§§ 4-G ch 119  SLA 1972)
fense based on mental disease or 
dc;fcct cxclud inr� responsibil ity" for 
"plea of  ins:mity as a <lcfonse to the 
crime ch:1rs;c1l" in the first s�ntcnce 
Effect of amendment. - The 1972
amenclment delctecl "sane or" pre­
cecling "mentally competent" in sub­
section (b) ,  dclctc<l "insane or" 
preceding "mentally incompetent" in 
subs::?ction (c) ,  :md substitutecl ''<le-
_ of s,11.iscction (d) .  
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Sec. 12A5.0S3. l\lental disease or defect excluding respons:hility. · 
'l'his sc-clion wa� not made rc-lrn;1dive. 
- JL>hnson \". State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. S�S
(File No. 1-177), 5 1 1  l'.2J 1 1 S  (l !.J7:J).
The lr�l un«ler this �cction 11111st hC' u,e«J 
:iftcr Scplt•mlicr 10, I !J'i2, its cflcctivc ,btc. 
Sch:ide \". Sl:ile, Sup. Ct. O;,. �o. 912 (file 
l\o. l li:20), !", 12 l'.2u �07 ( 1 '173). 
There is nothing in th,: l:tn;::1at:e of this 
sr.cti,,n to suggest th:1t tl:e lc,:islature 
inli!ndc<l it to u1;cr:Jt(• rctrc.acli\·ely. 
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Morgan v. St:tte, Su;,. Ct. Op. No. !ll:l (File 
No. I :,27), 5 l 2 I'.2d f111.1 (I irl:l). 
lli�ti 11ctio11 l1!'!W('(.'n i!l'fcn,,· of mrntal 
clisl·asc or ckfrrl and 1!odri11c of 
diminisl1t·d c;1pacit)·. -The suprcn1l' court 
has drawn a distinclit•n bctwcc·n the 
dcfrnsc of mcnt:ll <lisca�e or ddect, whic:h 
:ihsolves a dcft:ncl:11,t from criminal 
rcsponsibilitr for any t_qH' of crime, and the 
doctrinr! of diminish,•tl capacity, which acL" 
only to negate a specific mental clement or 
intent necc�sary lo th,! charJ!ecl offc11$e. 
Mill v. Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1751 (File No. 
26!J2}, 585 P.2d 5,16 ( l'.178). 
Wh'!re the :iccused is substantially 
un2b!,} to control his be}un-ior and conform 
it to the rcquirc•r;1c11L<; of the law, he fits 
within the framework of the defense of 
mental disease or de fed ancl need not rely 
on diminishcd capacity. :.!ill v. State, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. 1751 (File No. 2692), 585 P.2d 
516 ( l!J78). 
A defendant whose mental capacities 
have been diminished m:iy not possess a 
certain specific menwl sl:1te or intent 
essential to the crime, but the doctrine of 
diminished capacity due to a mental illness 
or defc:ct is not available to show bck of 
gencr.11 intent to <lo an act, or it would hani 
the same function as the <lefen�e of ment.,l 
disease or defect. Mill v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 1751 (File �o. 2692), 585 P.2d 5-16 
(1978). 
Diminished capacity cannot be i n,·ol,ed 
to nciatc y,cncrnl criminal i ntent. -
There appears to be no jurisdiction in which 
diminished capacity can be invoked to 
negate general crimi1:al inwnt by a 
ccfcndant who dol's not plead ment.1I 
disease or defect as a defense. Mill \', State, 
Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1751 (File No. 26!J2), !:i85 
P.�d 5,16 ( l!J78}. 
This section ·defines nn insanity test 
patterned on § -t.01 of the Model Penal 
Coclc. �lorg:in v. St.,te, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 913
(File No. 1527), 512 P.2d !JO-I (1973).
The test of criminal responsiliili_ty under 
this section is almost identical to the one 
de\·eloped by the American Law Institute 
(ALI). Alto v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1,1,13 
(Fil.! No. 233!J), 565 P.2d ,l!J2 (l!J77). 
This section is modeled on the American 
Law lnslitute's sub;:;tantial capacity test. 
McKinney v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1 '151 
(File No. 275S), 56ti P.�d 653, remanded on 
rehearinrr on other ground:;, 570 P.2d 733 
(1977}. 
The proYisions of this section were 
adopted by the lt'�'.isl:1t1irc in l!l'/2 bast'll on 
section;; contained in article IV of the :'.lodcl 
Penal Code of the A1r.crican Law Institute. 
State v. Alto. Sup. rt. Op. N(). J7TI (File No. 
37-l!l), :,S� P.2d -102 ( I !l,!l).
This lest rliffrr:- i n  onl.\' one minor
parlirular froi11 the :'l l ntld l 'l·nal Cotlc 
formu!ali:111: Tltr. l:itler tc:-.t cxclu<lc:; from 
the term "mental cli.,l'ase or 1lcf,,,t" an 
;thnnnnality m:1nifc-,;trt! only hy rC'pcated 
rrimin:il or anli:;oci:.t conduct, liut this 
section says th:it tlic burclcn of 1,roof of 
ins:initv as an ;1ffirm:itivc d,•fcnsc is not 
satisfi�d soll·ly · 1,y C\'idencc of such 
abnormality. Schaclr. v. St.ate, Sup. Ct. 0(). 
No. 91 :! Wile �o. l(j�v), 5 12  l'.:M �07 ll!l73). 
Le�al insanity couched in krms or 
responsibility. - ugal insanity, as a<lr-fensc to the commission of a crime, is 
couched in terms of l:tck of respon:;ihility . 
for criminal cC111duct as a re5ult of a 1:1ental 
disease or defoct. Do!chok v. State, Sup. CL
Op. :No. 1006 (File No. 1828}, 5 l!J  P.2d 457
(1974). 
When person ins:ine in lczal sense. - A  
person is ins:rnc in the legal sense, and not 
responsible, only if :it the lime of hi3 
antisocial condnct, as a result of mental 
disease or defect, he lacks substantial 
capacity either to appreciate the 
wrongfulness of his conduct or lo conform 
his conduct to the requirements of law. 
Bordewick v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1500 
(File �o. 33-11), 5G'.J P.2rl 1 8-1 (1977). 
ln�anity te,t 1r.:1st he th.it set forth in 
. subsection (al. Kinsman v. St:tte, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. 914 (File };o. 1508), 512 P.2d !JO! 
( 1973}. 
Such te5t is the correct one. - The test 
currently found in this section, which 
encapsulate;; the American Law Institute 
formulation, i;; th� correct one and should 
ha\·e been employed in case;; tried prior to 
the effecfr,c date of this section. s�hauc V. 
St;1te, Sup. Ct. 0(). �o. 9 1 2  (File No. 1620), 
512 P.2cl 907 (1973). 
The i\l '.'.\ap:htcn test is no longer 
acccptahle. Scliarle v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 912 (File No. 1620), 512 P.2rl !l07 (1973). 
For d:scussion of defects of M'N:ightcn 
rule, see Schnde \'. Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 
912 <File !\o. 1 620), 512 P.2� 9:J7 (1973). 
This section <loe5 not speak to the rol� 
of volunt:.iry intoxication in :issessing a 
defendant's capucities which is the subject 
of AS 1 1.70.0:lO, rl'lating t0 intoxk.1tion as 
a <ll'fense. �le Kinney v. Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. Wil (File Ko. 2758), 5G6 P.2d 653, 
remanded on rchc:iring on other grounds, 
570 P.2d 733 ( l!JTi}. 
Section ch,rnr:cd !Jw govcrnin:;: lnmlcn 
of proof as well ns insanity te5l. - The 
legisl:lture's enadm�nl of this �ect.ion not 
only resulted in a chan�e in the l,asic test 
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for ins:tnitr. 1,u t  also r,•su·tlt't !  in s11l i:,t.:1 11tial
cha111:••s i,; ti:.: bw g-11wrni11g- tl,e h1:nk•11 ,,f 
J •r<>r,f. Allo v. Stall·, Sup. Ct. Op. :--:o. l-1-t:! 
(File �o. 2:n!1), i",ti:i l'.2d ,l!l2 (l lffi). 
Bunkn of proof. - S,·c> J.: in�:rn:111 \', 
State•, Sup. Ct. Op. �o. !ll•I (Filt• No. l iiOS), 
512 l'.2,1 !)(J I ( [!17:l). 
Sub:;ct'lit,n (l,) 1m::1ns th:,t uuc-e c1·idc11c.: 
of insanitv is introdun•J, the hunlcn is on 
the st.it� to 1irc11·c �:111ity Leyontl a 
·rcasonal,!c cl"ubt. J)okh1Jk 1·. State. Sup. Ct.
Op. NCJ. l00li ([-'i!e No. lt:2�). 5l!l 1'.2d �57
(1!174); 1\lw v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. l •l-13
(File No. 2:l3!l), 5G5 1'.2d -1!l2 {l!l77).
The burden of proof st:inrlanl formulated 
by the lcgisl:!ture un<ler thi,- section is the 
.ipproJJri,HC standard as to insanity, and the 
is�ue of criminal insanitv shoulcl be clcci<led 
under the criterion. Joh
0
nson v. State, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. 88S (File No. 1-177), 5 1 1  P.2d 1 18 
(197:l). 
Accordin� to subsection (b), the burden 
of affirrualiH,ly proving insanity is not on 
the dcfend:111t. Hi� duty is to introduce 
evit.!enc:e supporting this defense; it is the 
state's burd-.•n to then IH'O\'C that he is sane 
bernncl a rcasc,n[,ble douut. Alto 1·. StMe, 
Su·p. Ct. Op. No. 1-J.1:� {File No. 23'.J!J), 565
P.2d •l'.l2 ( l !l77).
Under this section, once evidence of
ins.inity is introduced, the st:ite is rcquir�cl 
to pro\'C: �anity beyond..a rca;;onalJll'. doubt. 
McKinney v. St:a.tc, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1451  
(File �o.  ?.75S), 5G5 P.2J fi;j3, re:m.imk·d on 
rehearing- on .other grounds, 570 P.2d 7:J3 
· (1977).
The clt·fencl:rnt who raises the rlcfense of
mental disease or defect is n o  longer
required to establish his dcfcnS£ by a
prepo1Hl(•r:111cc of the evidence. Alto v.
State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1-Hl (File No. 2339},
565 P.2d -192 ( 1977).
The stanrbrd requiring- a clcfencl:rnt,
relyi11,r; on the defense of mental disease or
defect, to present e1·idencr. su fficirnt to
com·ince lhe court of his insanitv is an
incorrect !:'tnn:lud. Its employment places
an undue burden on the ch:fcndant and is
clc?.rly crn111l'OU$, Alto v. St.all', Sup. Ct.
Op. No. Hla (File No. 2:1:l!JJ, 51i5 P.2J -1n
(1977).
Ultimate question where cvidt•nce of 
insnnil ,. exists. - Where there wa:; 
c1·icknc
0
l' (If i1 1s:1nity in a c:ase, the ultimate 
quc:stio11 is whether the st:,tc s11stainccl its 
burden uf proof. Dokhok v. Statt•, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. ll}ll(i (File No. l o2S), 5 l !l f'.2d 4S7 
(l !J7,I).
J>n,�en1tio11 net·1I not ndducc
nffirrnaf iH <'Vidcnce of  sanity. - There: is 
no rule of law which n:quires that the 
prosecution aclcluce expert or lay tl'stimo11y 
or othC'r affir111ativl' evirl,·11cc to !'atisfy its 
Lunkn of prnl'in� a 1!d,•wl:111t 's sanity 
lic·yoml a n·a�P11ahlc d,·, 1 1bt. ,\Ito 1·. Sl:tle, 
S11p. CL Op. No. 1-1-l:l (File :-:o. 23:J'.l), 5GS 
l'.�d ,1!J2 ( l !/77). 
Evich•ncc, t'lc., virwccf in l i;:hl most 
fan,rahlt· to slak. - In 1lt"termini:1� the 
quc>,:;ticm of whl'lher a j:,d;.:t' was mi!'takcn 
in finding- that <lcfl't:rlant',:; sanity w;is 
cstal.,li3h,·d bcvoncl a rr:i�r,nable doul,t, the 
e1•iclcncc: ancl fnfcn·nccs tu be clrawn from 
the CYitk11cc must lie: vi1:l'."ccl in a li);hl most 
fa\'orahle to the statf'. Do!c:hok v. Stale, 
Sup. Ct. Op. �o. lOOG (File !\o. 1828), 51!) 
P.2d 4:.7 (I !17-t).
I n  making the detcrm!nation ;is to
wl,ether there is su�,;tantial e\'i<lcnce to 
support the judge's findin1s :is to 
awellant's rcspon�ibili:y for th-� crime he 
committed, the c1·idc11ce ;,ml inferences to 
Le drawn from the eYid,�nc-e must b.:- \'iewed 
in a liRht most fal"Oral/e lo the state. Alto 
\·. State, Sup. Ct. Op. �o. l -!,13 (File Ko. 
2339), 56:'i P.2rl 492 (1977). 
All inferences are to be reso!Hu in the 
light most favt,rahle to the �I.ate. �le Kinney · 
v. State:, Sup. Ct. Op. !\o. 1�.:;1 <File No.
27:.iS), 5GG P.2d 65:1, ren,andecl on rehe:aring
on other grounds, S.O P.2J n3 (]917).
Suh,lantial evi1lrnce. - \\'here tlte 
issur is whether there is s11bstantial 
evicicnrc lo supj ,ort the: j•.alge's finclinr, a;; 
to :!ppe:llant's respon.,;:,ili,y for the cri;ne 
he committed. subst:rnti:d c:l"id•!nce is such 
re!c1·.int evidence which i� :idequate to 
support a conclusion by a re:ison:tulc mind 
that there was no rr·asonable doubt 
appellant was sane wh�n he killed his 
victim. Dolchok \'. St.:ite, Sup. Ct. Op. Ko. 
I00G (File �o. 1828), :519  P.2cl -157 { !97-1);
Alto \'. State, Sup . .Ct. Op. i\ o. l-l-13 (File No.
2339), -5r,5 P.2cl 492 (1977). 
Orclin:trily, the supreme court's stanuard 
for rf'\'iew of findings by a trial judge is the 
substantial c:1·idc11cC' test. The finding 
ht!low must be affirrnci! if it is supported by 
"such relrvant eYidc:nte which is arlequate 
to 5ttpport a conclu�ic>n by a re:isonahle 
rnin,1 th:it there was r.u re:,:souahle du:,bt. as 
lo ,1ppclla11t's J�uilt." )kl-:inncy v. State, 
Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1-151 (File �o. 2758). 5GG 
P.2J 653, ri'manilccl un re-hearing on other
Rruun,!s, 570 l'.2d 7:3:3 ( 1977).
Suhst:mtial cdrlrncc to support the 
trial court's fill(lin)r of $:lllit.y. - See 
Mc-Kinney \". State, Sup. Cl. Op. No. 1 .t51 
(File Xo. 27:iS). 5GG l'.:2d G, :l, rem:indcd on 
rehearing on other f:rouu<ls, 570 P.2d 733 
(1977). 
E,·idencc rcq11ire1I b('fore hunlcn 
plaerd 011 state. - Subsection (b) requires 
that, ini:ially, there mu:;t be eYi1lence 
lG2 
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supportin�� a defense of insanity he fore the 
burJen is placer! on t!1L' state to }'rO\'l' sanity 
licyonrl a r,'a:.011al,le cloul>t. Christie \". 
St.ate. Sup. Ct. Op. No. l li-1-1 (File �fo. 20-ll),
r;so l'.2c1 310 oii-.s1.
"Some" cvirlcncc of the drfrnclant',; 
insnnity is sufficient. to trig-1:er the state's 
burden to pro\'(' sanity. ,\Ito v. Stale, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. l-t-1:3 (File No. 233!J), 5G:i l'.lil 
4n (l!J77); Christie \'. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. lGH (File No. 28-11), 5&0 P.2<l 310 
(1!)78). 
The state can rely on its 
cross-examination to sustain its burden of 
proving sanity once the issue has been 
raised Ly sufficient evidence. Chri:;tie v. 
State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 16-14 (File No. 2841), 
580 P.2d 310 (1978). 
What is "i;ome evidence." - There is 
"some evidence" of insanity, su fficicnt to 
raise the issue, when the evidence 
presented is more than a scintilla but less 
than that which would compel a reasonable 
doubt a.s a matter of law. Christie v. State, 
Sup. Ct. Op. No. IG,14 (File No. 2841), 580 
P.2cl 310 (1!>78).
"Some" evicknce mc�.ns more th:rn a
scintilla, yet less than that needed for the 
entry of a judgment of acquittal. Chri�tie \', 
State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. l GH (File No. 2S-l l) ,  
580 P.2d 310 ( l!li8). 
Testimony sufficient to rnise issue. -
'fcstimony by experts that defendant was 
psychotic, schiiophrcaic and was incapable 
of conforming bis bc:havior to the 
requirement of the law was sufficient to 
properly raise the issue of insanity. Alto v. 
State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 14-13 (File �o. 233!l), 
565 P.2d ,192 {1977). 
Reference insufficknt under "some 
e\'idence" test. - One brief reference to 
the key words of subsection (a) in testimony 
directed to the issue of diminished capacity, 
rather than insanity, was insufficient to 
present a jury question of insanity under 
the "some evidencP." test. Christie v. St'lte, 
Sup. Ct. Op. No. 16-1-1 (File No. 23-11), 580 
P.2d 310  {1978).
When the "some e,·iclence" test has been
met, n clcfoncfant is en titled to an ins:inity 
instruction settinr: forth the state's duty to 
prove beyond a reasonal>le doubt tlwt the 
defendant at the lime of the ofie1t$C had 
substanti:ll capacity to appreciate the 
wron�fulness of his conduct or to conform 
his conduct to the requirements of_ law. 
Thus, the ultimate dL'termination of the 
dcfen,lant's criminal n:si,onsibility remains 
with the trier of fact. Christie v. St.at,\ Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. 1 6-1-1 (File No. 28-1 1), ;;so l'.2d 
310 (l!J7S). 
The (rial ju tli;t· ,nus( 1ldcr1:iine i 1 1 i C ially 
whl'!l,rr si'1ffici,·nl t·,· irknce is i11tr01luccd 
to r:1isc tht· issue of ins;111il\'. Cl,ri;;(ie v. 
State. Sup. Ct. Op. �o. l ti-J,t (hi,:, No. 2S-l l).
5!-0 J>.2c1 :no o �.�).
This dl'lrnni11 :ition concerns nature of 
nirll'llre. - Th,, dctc,rmination of whether 
sanity is :it issue concerns not tl,e 11n:1ntity 
of wilnt:ssL's b:it the nature of the l'Vidcnce. 
Christie: 1•. State, Sup. Ct. Op. Xo. lG-14 (File 
No. 2S-1 1), i',SO P.2d 310 ( l!J7B). 
In deciding- whether tl,crc is "some
_C\'idcncc" of insnnity, the trial j11dg-c is 
not lo impi:i;:e u:ion the jury•s 
rcsponsil,ility lo determine crcrlibility of 
witnesses. Rather, the judge must 
determine whelhe:r a rcasornblc juror could 
entert.ain a reasonable doubt with re�pect 
to the accused's sanity. Christie v. Stale, 
Sup. CL Op. Xo. lG•l-1 (File No. 28-11), 580 
P.2d 310 (l!l78).
Instructions. - The jury should be
expressly in;;tructed that the issue of 
insanitv is r:ot to be considered unless it 
finds ti:c defendant otht'rwisc g:.iilty. State 
v. Alto, Sup. Ct. Op. �o. 1777 (File No.
37-18), 58!> P.2cl ,102 (l!J79).
,\ verdict of not guilty by rcnson of 
insanity contains within it the finding that, 
beyond a reasonable cloul>t, the defendant 
committed the act char�e:d. State 1·. Alto, 
Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1777 (File Xo. 37<!8). 589 
P.2d 402 (l !l7!JJ.
As to wai,·er of jury trial, the pro,·isions
of this section i;overn. Schade v. State, 
Sup. Ct. Op. �o. 912 (Fil� No. 1620), 512 
I'.2d 907 {1973). 
The question whether there should be n 
bifurcatc<l trial is committed to the trinl 
court's ciiscret ion and will be rcviewable 
on aµ;:ieal only for abuse. Post \'. State, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. 1612 (File No. 23:'51). 5S0 P.2d 
30-l (I !)78).
As to re:isor.� why bifurcated trials
often arc appropriate where insanity iii 
dtfense. - See Post \'. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
t-;o. 1642 (File No. 2851), 580 l'.2d 304 
(1978). 
No statutory right to bifurcated trinl. -
Subsection (cl) refers on!v to wail'E>r of "a.
jury trial," which refc.r,; to all issues
ordinarily trieJ by a jury. There i:; no basis 
for an inference that th!! lci;isbture 
inteml!!d to create a statutory rig-ht to 
bifurcated trial. Post v. St..'llc, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 16-12 (File No. zs:·,1), ;i30 l'.2d 30-1 
(1978). 
Su bscction (d) docs not permit a 
dcfon,bnt to \\'ai\'c a jury trial on the i3suc 
of in�anity, \\'hi!,: rct:iinir.g- a j1Jry trial on 
all othl'r issuP�. I'ost v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
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Quott•d in Howe v. St:1te, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 1780 (File No. -112!!), 5S'.l l'.2d �21 
(I !l7!J). 
Cited in Nicholson v. St:,te, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. lSI!J (File No. 2-1 1 7), ;,70 l '.:!rl 105� 
(1977). 
Sec. 12.,1S.0S5. EYiclcnce of mental disease or defect. 
Effect of �ection. - Tl,is section merely 
m:>.kc-s evicl•�m:e of ment.al illness excluding 
respon3il,ility irnclrnissiblc in evidence in 
the absence of written notice of intent to 
rely on that defc:nse. Chri�tie v. State, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. 1G 1 1  (File �o. 28-1 1), 580 P.2d 
310 ( I�iR). 
Quotrd in Johnson v. St:ite, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 8SS (f,'ile Xo. J.177), 5 1 1  P.2d 1 1 8 ( 1973). 
Sec. 12.45.087. Psychiatric examination. 
The conviction of a person who is 
incompetent lo sta11cl trial violates due 
prcc-css of law. Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 912 (Pile No. 1620), 512 P.2d !i07 (197:J). 
One o f  the primnry reasons for 
re(Juiring that a defendant Le competent 
before stantling trial is to s:ife1;uard the 
accuracy of the guilt findin1� process. 
Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File 
No. l 620), .512  P.2d 907 (1973). 
The c!efrndanl must ha;·c some 
minimum aLility to provide his counsel 
with information necessary or rcle\'ant to 
his defense. He must also be able to 
understand the nature of the proceedings 
sufficiently to p:irticii:,atc in certain 
decisions about the conduct of the defense. 
Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File 
No. 1 620), 612 l'.2J 907 ( l'.l73i. 
Some stratei;ic choices mu�t be the 
product of meaningful commuP.ication 
between the ccfcndant ?.nc! his counsel. 
Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File 
No. lGZO), 512  P.2d 907 (1973). 
But this docs nol m�an that a defendant 
must pos�css any high degree of l,�gal 
i;ophistication or intdlectual prowess. 
Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File 
No. 1 G20), 512 l'.2d 907 (1973). 
Numerous persons are subjected to 
criminal prosecution, and properly so, c\·en 
though they :ire of relatively low 
intelligence or arc suffering from some 
signifi�:int cmotior1al or physical 
impairment.. Sck,Je v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 912 (File No. lli20), 512 P.2d �07 ( ln;{J. 
Not cvcry emotional flaw renders one 
incompetent lo slam! trial. Schade v. 
St:1te, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File No. 1620), 
512 P.:2d 907 ( 1 973). 
, The presence of some rlcgree of mental 
illness is not an im·ariable barrier to 
prosecution. There may be an impaired 
fur.ctioning of some aspects of the 
dcfend:1nt's pcrsonalicy and yet he m:1.y still 
be minirnall:,· able to aid in his defense and 
to understand thi:! nature of the 
proceedings agains� him. Schaclc v. State, 
Sup. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File No. 1620), 512 
P.2d 907 (1 973).
Standard for determining competency
is rcl,1thc. - Sec Schade 1·. State, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. 912 (File No. 1 G20), 512 P.2d 907 
(1�173). 
Where the psychintric cxamination of  
the di'frndnnt yields p�ofessional li ndin;.:s 
that he is cornpctci;t to st.,::d trial, the 
quc,tion of whetlrC'r to hold any further or 
evidenti;iry heuin;;:s is :erldre,;:,cd to the 
sound discretion of the trial court. Schade v. 
St.ate, Sup. Ct. O i•· �o. 9 12 (File No. 1620),
512 P.:Zd 907 (l!l73). 
Physical examination did not violate 
subsection (a). - A physical examination 
between a clinical psyr.hololi3t aud 
defendant shortly ;:,ftcr t!cfon<lant was 
arrested and taken into c11stody, because 
the police feared <l.::fenclant w:is suicicbl, 
was properly authori7.cd under AS 
33.30.130(a), which sp.:-cifies the duty of  the 
commissioner of public safety lo provide 
for persons pending arrair:-nmcnt or 
commitment, and rlid not v:oble subsection 
(a) of this section, ar.•l the evidence
resulting from it w:is therefore legally
obt:iir.cd. Lol'ckss v. Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. No.
1819 (File Ko. 3320), 5!l2 P.2d 12UG ( 1979).
Sec. 1 2.15.000. Commitment after judgment of not guilty. 
Ori�in. - Thi� St:'ction has its orii:in, not of Oregon whir:h were ;11foµt.e<I wholc>salc 
in the �lode! Penal Code, hut in the st:itutes for the TC'rritury of :\l:isb in lSo-L St;1te v. 
IG,1 
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Alto, Slip. Ct. Op. t\o. 1777 (File No. 37-I:::), 
5�'.l l'.2d �02 ( 1 97�). 
A commitment un<lcr this Hclion i:: nol 
indcfinilt'. It shoul,I haw a fix('cl ll'n;:lh. 
taking- into account in,li,·iduali7.ccl factor� 
simil:ir lo those n:lc,·:int to ,;enlcncing, and 
should in no cvl'nl l'Xcecd the maximum 
sentence for the offrn:,e. State v. Alto, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. 1777 (File :-:o. :.17-H;), SSH l'.�d 
402 (197!l). 
Rights of dcfcnclant :it pust•ac<Juittal 
hcarin;:. - At the post-acquittal hearin�. 
there may he a �ix person jury; the 
defencl::int is entitled lo rcasonahlt: notice, 
to present evidence, to confront :ind 
cross-examine witnesses and to appeal; and 
defendant has the right to he present, and 
to counsel. State , .. Alto, Snp. Ct. Op. No. 
1777 (File No. 374S), 58!J l'.2d 402 (l:J7!J). 
'l'his section docs not slate who has the 
burden of proof or what the standard of 
proof shall be. State v. Alto, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 1777 (File No. 3i-18), 589 P.2d 402 
(1979). 
Burden 'and standard of proof at 
posl-ncquittal hearing. At 3 
post-acquittal hearing, the defendant, to 
obtain his release, must prove by a 
preponderance of the evidence that he is Mt 
presently snfforing- from a mental clisc:ase 
or defect v:hich causes him to be a danger 
to the public peace or safety. State Y. Alto, 
Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1777 (File No. 3718), 589 
P.2<l ,:02 (1979).
Equal protection docs not require the
same stanclarcl of pruof and the s:ime 
burclcn of prol,f in casc-s whC're thc-rc has 
hct•n :in ;icquiltal hy reason of in,,:rnity as in 
C,lSL'S where thl'rc has hc<'n a civil 
commitmL'nt. Stat.- v. Alt•>. �up. Ct. Op. No. 
1777 (Filr �o. :.!7-IS). ;iS!l l'.2d -Ill� ( l '.Ji!l). 
1t is not a violation of the due process 
ch\\lsc lo plaCL' lhr:- lninh'n o f  prodng 
insanity on a tlcfcn,fant d11rin� pwst'eution 
of the case-in-chief. :\ fortiori, d11c process 
docs not preclude :tl:ocalion of the burden 
of proof to the rlefcnclant at the 
post-acquittal commitment hearing-. Stale 
\' . Alto, Sup. Ct. Op. �o. 1777 (File No. 
37-18). 589 l'.2d -102 ( l!.l7!l). 
The hurdcn and  stanrlarcl of proof at the 
periodic rc,·iew hearings should be the 
same :is at the initiul hc:aring, so long- as the 
commitment uncle,· this section is still in 
effect. State v. ,\Ito, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1777 
(File Xo. 3748), :,S!l P.2d 402 (1979). 
Burden nnd stand.ire! of proof 
goYcrning detention followin;r. expiration 
of term of commitment. - Continued 
detention following c:xpiration of the term 
of commitment shnuld he i;:ovcrnecl hy the 
same standard and burden of proof as in 
civil commitments. State v. Alto, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. li77 (File No. 37-:S), 5S9 P.2<l •102 
(l97!l). 
An instruction suhstanth1llr in t he  
language of  thb section shoultl be r:i..-cn 
whcnc,·cr it i:, requested by the ckfcndant. 
Schade \'. State, Sup. Ct. Op. �o. 9 1 2  (File 
No. 1 G20), 5 12 l'.2d !!:i7 ( 1 973). 
Applied in Alto v. Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 
1443 (File No. 233'.JJ, 5G5 P.2,1 -192 ( 1 !.l'/7). 
Sec. 12.,15 . .J 00.  Determination of mental disease or clcfect during 
trbl 01· probation. (a) No person who as a result of mental disease or 
defect lacks capacity to understand thq proceedings against him or to 
assist in his own defense may be tried, convicted or sentenced for the 
commission of an offense so long as the incapacity endures. 
(b) When, after arrest and before the imposition of sentence or before
the expiration of any period of probation, the attorney general, the 
district attorney, or the attorney for the accused has reasonable cause 
to believe that a person charged with an offense may be presently 
suffering mental disease or defect or is otherwise so mentally 
incompetent that he is unable to understand the proceedings against him 
or properly to assist in his own defense, he may file a motion for a 
ju<licial determination of the mental competency of the accused. Upon 
that motion or upon a similar motion in behalf of the accused, or upon 
its own motion, the court shall have the accused, whether or not 
previously admitted to bail, examined as to his ment:d coHdition by at  
least one qualified psychiatrist, who shall report to the court. For the 
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purpose of the examination lhc court may order the accused committed 
for a reasonable period as the court may cletennine.to a suitable hospital 
or other facility to be designated by the court. If the report of the 
psychiatrist indicates a state of present mental clisl',!Se or defect or of 
other mental incompetency in the accused, the court shall hold a hearin�, 
upon <lue notice, at which evidence as to the mental condition of the 
accused may be submitterl, including that of the reporting- psychiatrist, 
and make a finding with respect to l1is mental condition. �o statement 
made by the accuse<l in the course of -an examination into his mental 
competency provided for by this section, whether the examination is with 
or without the consent of the accused, mny be admitted in evidence 
against the accused on the issue of guilt in a criminal proceeding. A 
finding by the judge that the accused is mentally competent to stand trial 
in no way prejudices the accused in a defense based on mental disease 
or defect excluding responsibility; the finding may not be introduced in 
evidence on that issue or otherwise be brought to the notice of the jury. 
(§ 6.11 ch 34 SLA 1962; am § 3 ch 119 SLA 1972)
Editor's 11ote. - This sectio:i is set out 
abo\·e to correct an error in subsection (b) 
as it 2ppcared in the main pamphlet. 
Suhsrction (u) m:mclatc is of 
constitutional di111<:>nsions. - Subsection 
(a) of this section prohibits the trial,
conviction and sentencing of a defendant
who cannot assist in his own defense or
understand the proceedings against him.
This st:,tutory m:,ndate i., of constitutional
dimcns:ons. McKinney \'. State, Sup. Ct.
Op. No. 1451 (File Ko. 2758), 56G P.2d 653,
remanded on rehearing on other grounds,
570 P.2J 733 (1977).
The conviction or a person who is 
incompetent to stnnd trial ,·iolatcs due 
process of  law. Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. 912 (File No. 16:20), 512 P.2d 907 
(1973); Fajeriak v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 
1021 (File No. 1761), 520 P.2cl 795 (1974); 
McKinney v. St.:tc, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1-151 
(File No. 275S), 566 P.2d 653, reinanderl on 
rehearing on other grounds, 570 P.2d 733 
(197'/). 
, And his sentence is therefore 
· vulncrnble to post-conviction nttack.
Fajeriak v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1021 (File
No. 1761), 520 P.2d 795 (197-1).
This is true whether or not the
defendant presented the issue or
incompdcncy r.t trial. Fajcri;1k v. State,
Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1021 (File No. 1761), 520
P.2<l 795 (197-1).
llut incompetency to stand trial is a
concept of  rcslrirtc<l upplication. Fajcriak 
v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1021 (File No.
1761), 520 P.2d 795 (197-1).
One of the prirnnry rrasons for 
rcquirin;: that a dcfrnd:rnt be competent 
before stnnding trial is to safeguard the 
accuracy of the guilt fincling process. 
Schade v. State, Suµ. Ct. Op. Xo. 9 12  (File 
No. 1G20), 512 P.2d 907 (1973) .. 
This section appt::!rs to codify the 
rori1mo11-l:w; rule. Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. 012 (File �o. l 6:20), 512 P.2rl 907 
(1973). 
Common law. 
In :iccord with origin:il. See Schade v. 
State, Sup. Ct. Op. �o. 912 (File !,o. 1 620), 
512 P.2d 907 (1973). 
This section is patterned, etc. 
In accord with origin:,!. See Smiloff v. 
State, Sup. Ct. 0µ. �o. 16'.37 (File No. 3006), 
579 P.2d 23 (1 !l7S). 
The test in this section is suhstantially 
iclentical to the fcder::1 st:!tntory standard 
of incompetency. r?.jeriak v. State, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. 1021 (File No. 1761), 520 P.2d 795 
(1974). 
A defendant need not be proHcl 
ccrtifial;ly incompetent to stand trial 
before the court i5 required to order a 
psychiatric examination. Faji!riak v. State, 
Sup. Ct. Op. �o. 1021 (File :-:o. 1761), 520 
P.2J ·;95 (l!l7•l). 
Subsection (b) directs only that 
'"reasonable cause" to tdi,:ve th:\t the 
dcfeml:rnt may be incompetent to stnnd 
trial be l'liown. F.ijcri;ik v. St,tt�. Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. 1021 (File �o. 1761), r,20 P.2d 795 
(1974). 
1'hc defendant 111u< h:wc some 
minimum nhility lo pro;·iilc his coun�cl 
with information ncrl'ss:iry or relevant to 
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his defrnsc. l ie  mu�t also he able lo 
un1l1"rstaml Ilic nature of the prnrl·,•d i1 1)!:­
i;ufficic·ntly lo participate in  fl'rlain 
c!c•risio11s about tl1e 1·0111lurt of thl' ,l,.frnse. 
Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. ! l !� (File 
No. 1G20). !il2 l'.211 !!07 (197:!). 
Some strategic ch<,ices must he the 
product of 111ca11ir1�ful co111nHmie1tion 
between the dcfl·nrbut anrl his coun�cl. 
Schatlc v. St;1te, Sup. Ct. Op. NQ. !>12 (File 
No. 1 G20), 5 12  P.�ll !ll)7 (197:l). 
llut this docs not mean that a dtfrr.11:lnt 
must po�sess any hil!h ch,gret· of kgal 
sophistication or inl1.'ll,:ctual prowt•.,s. 
Sch:tele v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. !ll2  (File 
No. l(i20), 512 P.2tl !!07 ( 1973); Smiloff v. 
State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1G37 (File No. 30ilGJ, 
579 P.2.J 2S ( 1978). 
Numerous per-,ons are subjected to 
crimin:il prosecution, antl properly so, even 
thoug-h they arc of relatively low 
intelligence or arc suffering from some 
significant emotional or physical 
impairment. Schade \". Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 912 (File No. lli20), 512 P.2d 907 ( l !l7:l); 
Smiloff , •. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. l G:37 (File 
No. 300G), 579 P.2d 28 (l!l78). 
Not C\'cry emotional flaw renders one 
incomp�tcnt lo stand lrinl. Schade v. 
Sl'lte, Sup. Ct. Op. No. !ll2 (File No. lf.:W), 
5 12  P .2d !J07 (197 3). 
The presence or some rle1.;ree of mental 
illness is not nn iir:nriahle barrier to 
Jlrosccution. There may be an impaired 
functioning of some aspects of the 
defendant's personality am! yet he m:iy still 
be minimally able to aid in his defense and 
to undcrstnnd the nature of the 
proceedings against him. Schade v. State, 
Sup. Ct. bp. No. 912 (File No. 1 620), ,512 
P.2d !l07 (1973); �fcKinney v. State, Sup. Ct.
Op. No. 1451 (File �fo. 2758), 5G6 P.2d 653,
remanded on rehearing on other grounds,
570 P.2tl 733 ( 1 977).
The presence of some degree of mental 
illness is not an imaria blc barrier to 
prosecution. Fajeriak v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 1021 (File No. 1761), 520 P.?.d 795 
(1974). 
That there may he somcthini-: rncntally 
wrong with :i clefc111fanl or lhal he may be 
emotion:,lly unstable docs nol uece!<sarily 
rcmlcr him mL·ntaliy incompell'nt to 
undersl--incl thL· prm:cedini.:s against him. 
Fajcriak v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1021 (File 
No. 17GI) ,  520 I'.2d 'i!l5 (197,1). 
Not every nwntal illness neccssarily 
dis:iblcs a dcfcnclant from fuuclioning 
adcqHalely in a 1:rimin,11 procecdiui;. 
McKinnL·y v. Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. :t--:o. 14!il 
(File No. 2758), 5Gti l'.2d 65:3, rtmandetl on 
rd1eari11g on othl'r g-round�. f170 l'.2,1 733 
{1 !)77). 
1'lll' po,sihil i ()" llaat a tll•r1.•11<l.111l mid1l 
suffrr q>i><o1l.:s of ,·1•rti,:o or m11mc11tary 
unco11�ri1111s11css durin1: lri:d i.: 11nt enou1�h 
to rcnrh-r a d1·fl'1Hl:lnt nll'nt.1.Jlv 
incompctl'nt. It cuuhl with cqu;I 
justific;ition be ar�uc1I that a chronically 
drowsy ddend:int could not be tri,:11 
bl'cause he might do1.e off during 
procc(•ding:-. Fajcri:tk v. Stale·, S1:;i. Ct. Op. 
No. 1021 (File N"11. 1761), 520 P.2<.I 795 
( 197-1). 
Amnesia, lie it partial or Iota!. is not an 
nde<jl!atc i:;wuncl for a 1kchration of
incompdc:icy to st.'lnd trial. Faj.?riak v. 
State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1021 (File Xo. 17<il), 
520 P.2d 7!>5 (I !J74). 
Policy 1:ojoins with precedent to oppose 
an expansion of the doctri:ie of 
incompetency to include amnesia. The 
potential for fraudulent allligations of 
memory loss is so g-rcat that the supreme 
court woulcl for this n'aso11 r.lone be 
reluct.--int to allow amnesi:i as a Rround for 
a fin<linr; of incompetency even if it were 
otherwi:-e i,1clinccl lo do so. Fajeriak v. 
State, Sup. Ct. 01i. No. 1021 (Fili' Xo. 1761), 
520 P.2<l 795 (l!.l7<1). 
Memory lo$s, whether parli:.I or total, is 
not an adequate :;round for a <lcclar;ition of 
incompetency. Smiloff v. St.ate, Su,1. Ct. Op. 
No. 1 G:l7 (File Xo. 30%}, 57!.l l'.�u 28 (l!l78). 
,\ tc111porary µsycl1o�is, though serious, 
may not nc:ccssarily preclude r.o::1petency, 
even where it im·olvcs loss of memory. 
McKinriey Y. State, Sup. Ct. Op. �o. 1 ,151 
(File No. 2753), $GG P.2d 653, remanded on 
rehearing on other ground;,, 570 P.2tl 733 
( 1!>77). 
The d11ty to determine compttcncy is 
nol one that can he once dt'lcnnincd and 
then i!{norcd. Smi!off v. State, SLJµ. Ct. Op. 
No. 1637 (File No. 3006), !i79 P.2d 23 (1 978). 
In dcl('rminin� compclc·ncy, the 
stnn::lard of judgment r;:iust ht' :i rclatiYe 
one. Schade v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 9 12 
(File No. If,20). 512 P.2cl 907 ( l !l73J; Smi!off 
\'. Stale, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 16:37 (File No. 
3006), 579 P.2<.I 28 (1978). 
Some cornp:irison must be made between 
the apparent competency of the accused 
and the ability levd of the an·rage criminal 
defcrnbnt. Schade v. Stat.:, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 
912 (File No. 1 fi20), f, 12 P.2, 1 !l07 (I 973); 
Smiloff v. St.:.te, Sn;i. Ct. Op. �o. 1637 (File 
No. 300GJ. 579 P.2d 2S (197S). 
To a large extent each Ca$e must be 
consitleri:d on it:; puticular far.I�. an,i must 
call for the application of ju,li,:ial rliscrction. 
Schade v. St:1tc, �up. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File 
No. 1 G2U), fil2 P.2J �07 ( 197:1). 
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The deter111inalio11 is a relative one, anJ 
each case must lie cll'tt•rminer! on its own 
fart.�. �!<:Kinney v. Stat<', Sup. CL Op. �o. 
1•151 (File No. 2,5SJ, ;ilil.i l'.2o! 1;:;:1, 
rc·manrled on rchc:1rin1; on other g"rou:ids, 
570 P.?.rl 7:33 (1 977/. 
Great deference is lo he accordtd 
dcft-nse counsel's nsses�mcnt in m::ittas 
of dtf<:nc.lan t's compct,:ncc to stand tri:i!, 
insofar as he is better able th:\n the tri,d 
jnd�e or the pr0$CCutor to as;;css the 
ddenrl:rnt's r,Lility to participate in his 
defcr,se nnr:I to understand the nature of th� 
1iroc,•c:dings a:cain5t him. F:ijcriak v. St::ite, 
Sup. Ct. Op. Xo. 1021 (File No. 1761), 520 
P.2d 7:J5 ( 1 97-1); Smiloff ,·. State, Sup. Ct.
Op. No. 16:!7 (File No. 300G), 579 P.2d 28
(1978).
But his opinion is not determinatin. -
A defense attorney's dut�· as an advocate 
will often require h
.
im to p;�scnt ar1:umcnL-; 
of incompetence on bdialf of his clitnt, and 
while his opinion is still relel'.int, it is not 
cletcrminative. ?,kKinney v. State, Sup. Ct. 
Op. No. J,151 (File No. 275S), 5fiG P.2J 6.53, 
remanded on rch(•aring on other grou1,ds, 
570 P.2d 7:33 (1977). 
'J'he e,·aluation I.iv defense counsel of the 
defendant's compctc·ncy is only of 
C\·idenli;1ry value: ?.r.<: is not dispositive of 
the i!;sue. Smiloff ,·. S�tc, Sup. Ct. O;.i . �o. 
1637 (File No. 300b), :.79 P.2tl 28 Wii8). 
\Yhcrc the psychiatric ex::i.minnlion nf 
the rlcfcntlan l )' icl,!s prof es�iona! find in;ss 
that he is competent to stand tfrll, the 
question of whether lo hold ?.ny further or 
cviclcntiary hcarin�s is :iddrcsse,J to the 
sound discretion of the tri:il cnurt. Schade , .. 
State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 912 (File No. 1G20), 
512 P.2d !l07 (1973); S1:1i!1>ff v. St..-ite, Sup. 
Ct. Op. No. lG37 (File No. 3001;), 57!l P.2J 2S 
(1978). 
This section is silent 011 the procedures 
to be cmµloyctl if the psychiatrist's 
reports ind icate that the accused is 
competent. Smiloff , .. Stat1:, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 163'/ (file No. 3006), 579 P.2J 28 (19,8). 
Wlll·re th-frrnlant choo�rs not lo 11ssist 
in defense. - :\llhnu;:-h a 1!cf,•111lant's 
1k<:ision,; m:w r,·fkd �n unwise choke not 
le, aid in hi� ,lc-f,·nsc, the fact that he 
chnoscs not to assist in his c!cfensc clMs not 
111•�:in he is in1·ap:i!,!,: of c!oit!).( :;1,. :\kKinncy 
v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1.1,,1 (F:!c No.
2758), !iGG l'.2,l (i:i:l, rern:111,!ei! 011 rcharinl':'
on other r.round,. ;,70 P.�d 7:J;j ( l!l7i').
l) isai:;r�cmcnt, wit!i tl<:f.:mlanl. -
Where the rn;ii11 thrust of the trial <:nunsel's 
�howin� was thl' fad that he had 
<:ncountcrer:I difficull i•.'S and t!is:igre,'mcnts 
with dcf.:-11!1:rnt o,·cr wh0thcr to :icceµt a 
pica bargai?1 ;incl wlwthcr to k,Ye a jury 
trial and rlcicnse counsel did not refer to 
any bizarre LrhaYior on defendant's p:irt or 
any specific facts inclic::itin� dc:fcr:(bnt's 
incompetency, the superior court r!id not err 
in ruling- that a fresh campctency hearing 
was not rt>quircd. Smiloff ,·. St;ite, S11p. Ct. 
Op. No. 16�rl (File No. 300!i), :i7!l P.2d 28 
(1973). 
Limited np!>ellale role Ctn rc\·ir.w. -See 
�!cKinncy v. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. J.t.'.il 
(Fi:c No. 27;i8), :iGG l'.2d f,;i:3, m:n:inrkd on 
rehearing 011 other grou,!ds, 570 P.2d 733 
0977). 
Viewing the e,·idencc in the li�ht most 
favorable to the state, the s:iprcmc coart 
,dll c>::,mine whcthr;r or not there was 
suhst.>.ntial evidence in th<? rc·.:ord lo Uf,hrJld 
the ruling he!ow. If tb:rt? is substantial 
e,·iJcncc, it will not subtitute its o,1iaion 
for th?.t of the tri:d court. �IcKinney v.
St..-ite, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 1�51 (File No. 2758), 
5!iG P.2d 65:3, remanded 011 rcl:earing on 
other [�round;;, f,70 P.1d 733 (l !)'i'i). 
Snhstanti:i! niu�ncc supporting the 
ruling that <ldcnclant was comprtr.nt. -
Sec McKinr,r.y , .. State, Sup. Ct. Op. No. 
1451 (File No. 2758), 51jG P.2d 653, 
remanded on r<'hcarina on other grounds, 
570 P.2d 733 (1977). 
Quoted in Ace,·eda ,,. State, Sup. Ct. Op. 
No. 153-1 (File No. 2900), 5, l P.2d 1013 
(l!l77). 
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